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INTRODUCTION 

The Highland Park Police and Firefighters Association (referred to as the Union 

in this Opinion and Award) and the City of Highland Park (referred to as the Employer 

or City in this Opinion and Award) entered into a Collective Bargaining Agreement 

(CBA) for the period November 6, 2006 through June 30, 2010, which recognizes the 

Union as the exclusive representative for collective bargaining for all full time 

firefighter employees of the City of Highland Park, excluding the fire chief, auxiliary 

employees, civilians and all other employees. (J-1)1 The Union and the Employer were 

unable to resolve disputed matters leading to a CBA. The Union filed a petition with the 

Michigan Employment Relations Commission (MERC) for Act 312 Arbitration on 

October 4, 2012. This impartial Arbitrator was appointed by MERC on October 19, 2012. 

A pre-hearing conference was held November 1, 2012. Among the procedures 

agreed to by the parties at the pre-hearing conference was that all issues before the 

panel are economic. The parties were unable to agree on comparable communities and 

the duration of the new CBA. They agreed to submit briefs in support of their positions 

on comparable communities and the duration of the CBA to the Independent Arbitrator 

and have the Independent Arbitrator issue an Interim Opinion and Award on those 

issues before taking testimony on the remaining issues. The Interim Opinion and 

Award was issued December 20, 2012. A copy of that Interim Opinion and Award 

which addresses the external comparable communities and the duration of the CBA will 

be considered as a part of this Opinion and Award and will be contained in the file. 

The Interim Opinion and A ward addressed the following two issues: 

• The duration of the CBA. The Interim A ward ruled that the CBA duration will 

be for the period from July 1, 2010 through June 30, 2015 unless otherwise 

agreed to by the parties during the course of this proceeding. 

• The selection of comparable communities for which a comparison of wages, 

hours and conditions of employment will be made between employees involved 

in this proceeding with other employees performing similar services in public 

employment pursuant to section 9(d)(i) of Act 312. The Interim Award ruled that 

the following communities are comparable to the City of Highland Park in this 

proceeding: The Cities of Hazel Park, Inkster, River Rouge, Ecorse, 

Hamtramck, and Melvindale. 

Throughout this Opinion and Award references will be made to Exhibits as (Exhibit J, U, E -# 
and Transcripts as (Tr.#, pg #). 
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The Union chose Police Officers Association of Michigan Business Agent Kevin 

Loftis to represent the Union and to be the Arbitration Panel Delegate. The Employer 

chose Attorney Todd Russell Perkins to represent the Employer and Attorney Nikkiya 

Branch to be the Arbitration Panel Delegate. During the pre-hearing conference the 

parties agreed that the issue of wages would be addressed separately for each year of 

the proposed agreement. 

A schedule was set for exchange of issu~s, exhibits, witness lists, and last offers 

of settlement on the issues to be presented to the panel. Last offers of settlement were 

submitted by the parties on February 4, 2013 {J-11, J-12). Four days of hearings were 

held February 11, 14, 20 and 22, 2013 at the MERC offices in Detroit. The record consists 

of four volumes containing 638 pages. Fifty-two {52) Exhibits were accepted into the 

record; 12 Joint Exhibits, 23 Employer Exhibits and 17 Union Exhibits. The Employer 

presented the testimony of 5 witnesses and the Union presented the testimony of 2 

witnesses. Post-hearing briefs were submitted to and exchanged through the Arbitrator 

April 19, 2013. The Union submitted a supplemental Brief on April 29, 2013 and on 

April 29, 2013 the Employer submitted a response to the Union's supplemental brief. 

The Panel Delegates have placed their signatures on each specific Award in support of 

or in opposition to the finding and award on each issue and have also placed their 

signatures at the conclusion of the Award along with the signature of the Independent 

Arbitrator to represent that there is a majority on each issue presented. 

O!IGANIZATION OF OPINION AND ORDER 

The Opinion and Order first discusses the procedural issues including an 

identification of issues that were initially in dispute but were either stipulated to by the 

parties during the course of this proceeding or determined by this Arbitrator in the 

Interim Opinion and Award. Next is an identification of the issues presented to the 

Panel for decision followed by the statutory criteria to be applied. Following the 

statutory criteria is a reiteration of the comparable communities selected by the 

Arbitrator in the Interim Opinion and Order and then the ability to pay is addressed 

under the economic issues heading followed by each of the issues presented to the 

Panel for decision. 

PROCEDURAL ISSUES 

Issues that were stipulated to by the parties or were determined by the 

Arbitrator in the Interim Opinion and Order are: 

- CBA Duration (Art 35.1) - determined by the Arbitrator in the Interim Opinion 
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and Order to be July 1, 2010 through June 30, 2015. 

- Layoff (Art 7.2) - stipulated to by the parties (Tr 4, pg 98) "If it becomes 

necessary for layoff, the following procedure will be followed Probationary 

and all civilian and auxiliary personnel who are working in job classifications 

in the Unit shall be laid off first. Layoff for permanent employees shall be by 

Unit seniority. The least senior employee(s) in the Unit shall be laid off first." 

In addition to the above stipulations, the parties' last best offers (LBO's) on the 

issue of wages for the period July 1, 2010 - June 30, 2011 and July 1, 2011 -June 30, 

2012 were the same (0%). Therefore, the base wages for the period July 1, 2010- June 

30, 2011 and July 1, 2011 through June 30, 2012 will not change from those contained 

in the current CBA. 

In addition to those issues agreed to by the parties during this proceeding and 

those decided by the Panel, contract provisions not before the Panel for determination 

that are in the current collective bargaining agreement will be advanced into the new 

agreement the same as under the old agreement. 

At the conclusion of the last hearing day on February 22, 2013 it was agreed that 

the date for submission of post-hearing briefs would be determined by the date, which 

the final transcripts were provided to the parties. (Tr 4, pg 102). The date for submission 

of final post hearing briefs was April19, 2013. The panel did not discuss whether or not 

briefs in response to the post hearing briefs would be submitted. As noted above, 

however, the Union submitted a supplemental brief on April29. In that brief the Union 

objects to statements made in the City's April 23, 2013 brief, which refer to a recent jury 

award verdict. The City's statement in its brief referenced the fiscal year 2011-12 CAFR 

fund balance showing $2,991,762 and states: 

"Just that quickly the fund balance was all but eliminated by a recent jury 
verdict awarded against the City of Highland Park for an amount in 
excess of two million dollars and adjustments that had to be made to the 
estimated budget for FY 2012-13 due to actual expenditures of the fiscal 
year. This quick evaporation of the audited surplus lends tremendous 
support to the City's argument that it is not in a financial position to honor 
the request of the firefighters because unfortunately at the moment, the 
City's financial future is just that volatile and uncertain." 

The Union also objects to the City's reference in the City's post hearing brief that 

the State Treasury Department has sent another adviser who has recommended the City 

reduce its budget for the next fiscal year. The Union says it has the right to respond to 

these prejudicial claims in the City's post hearing brief because the Union did not have 

an opportunity to address them during the hearing. The Union's supplemental brief 
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argues that reference to jury award against the City and what the State Treasury 

Department adviser may be recommending, both of which occurred after the last 

hearing date to receive record testimony, was inappropriate and should be rejected by 

the panel. The Union says it is untimely, unsubstantiated and prejudicial to the Union 

to receive this because the Union did not have ample time to review it. 

The Employer's response to the Union's supplemental brief states that its 

references to the recent jury verdict and the arrival and recommendation of the adviser 

from the State Treasury Department were appropriate under Act 312 provisions, 

specifically Section 9(1)(h) which states one of the factors the panel can consider is 

"changes in any of the foregoing circumstances while the arbitration proceedings are 

pending." The City says its statement in the brief referring to the jury award verdict 

was merely to illustrate the point that the City's financial future is volatile and 

unpredictable. The City says the Union erroneously asserts the City claimed the jury 

verdict would diminish the City's general fund by $2 million or that the entire balance 

had to be paid out of the general fund. The City says since the jury verdict was just 

issued in February 2013 it would be malpractice for the City not to appeal. As for the 

appointnlent of the new adviser from the State Treasury Department, the City says it 

was just pointing out a changed circumstance and made no claim that his budget 

recommendations impacted the City's ability to pay. 

My findings and ruling on this procedural issue is as follows. Unfortunately I 

did not clarify with the panel whether or not they wanted the opportunity to submit 

replies to post-hearing briefs. I find that because that was not clarified, it was 

permissible for the Union to submit its "supplemental" brief and for the Employer to 

submit its response to the Union's supplemental brief. They have been reviewed by me 

and will be contained in the case file. I find that the City's reference to these matters in 

its post-hearing brief could be interpreted by the City as classified under "changes in 

circumstances." But I also find that in the City's response to the Union's supplemental 

brief, the City basically indicates that reference to the jury award was to illustrate the 

point that the City's financial future is volatile and unpredictable, not that it had an 

immediate impact on the City's general fund. And the fact that the State Department of 

Treasury appointed a new adviser did not mean his budget recommendations had any 

impact on the City's ability to pay position. Therefore, this additional information adds 

minimal new evidence to that which is already contained in the record. I will give the 

information provided in the City's brief on these issues, along with the Union's 

supplemental brief and the City's response to the Union's supplemental brief, proper 
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consideration based on the applicable factors prescribed in Section 9 of Act 312. 

In the Union's post hearing brief, its position on several of the issues is that the 

panel lacks a basis to rule for the City on the issue due to the City's failure to provide 

any evidence on the issue. The Union sites language in Section 10 of Act 312 which 

states "A majority decision of the arbitration panel, if supported by competent, material, 

and substantial evidence on the whole record, shall be final and binding upon the parties -

"(emphasis added). The Union argues that for many of the issues, the City failed to 

provide any evidence to support its last offer of settlement, let alone competent, 

material and substantial evidence. 

It is the responsibility of each party to present evidence in support of the issues 

and I recognize that the City has relied primarily on its testimony and evidence relating 

to its ability to pay to support its position or purpose for presenting many of its last best 

offers on other issues. In addition to the language in Section 10 referred to by the 

Union, language in Section 8 of Act 312 states: "As to each economic issue, the 

arbitration panel shall adopt the last offer of settlement which, in the opinion of the 

arbitration panel, more nearly complies with the applicable factors prescribed in section 

9." It is my opinion that it is appropriate that each of the issues presented in the parties' 

last offer of settlement be addressed in this opinion and order. Since the result of this 

decision will be binding on the parties for the next two years, I believe it is incumbent 

upon the panel, and the panel has an obligation, based on the whole record, to address 

each issue as best it can based on the evidence presented. That is what this opinion and 

order has attempted to do. 

The time period for issuing this written opinion and order is specified in Section 

8 of Act 312. The required time period is "within 30 days of the conclusion of the 

hearing, or within up to 60 additional days at the discretion of the chair." The hearing 

was considered concluded upon the filing and exchange of the parties' supplemental 

brief and response to the supplemental brief; April 29, 2013. This opinion and order is 

issued within 30 days of the conclusion of the hearing. 

IDENTIFICATION OF ISSUES FOR PANEL DECISION 

The issues remaining before the Panel for decision, in the order they appear in 

the CBA, are: 

Issue 1- (Art 10.1G) Lt. In charge of shift [Employer proposal] 
Issue 2- (Art 16.2) Shift Differential [Employer proposal] 
Issue 3- (Art 16.6) Gun Allowance [Employer proposal] 
Issue 4- (Art 17) Longevity Pay [Employer proposal] 
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Issue 5- (Art 18.1) Holidays [Employer proposal] 
Issue 6- (Art 19.1) Furloughs [Employer proposal] 
Issue 7- (Art 22.1) Sick Leave [Employer proposal] 
Issue 8- (Art 23.1, (Appendix B) Medical Insurance- Plan Design [Employer & 
Union proposal] 
Issue 9- (Art 23.1, (Appendix B) Medical Insurance- Premium Sharing 
[Employer & Union proposal] 
Issue 10- (Art 23.4) Retiree Medical [Employer proposal] 
Issue 11 -(Art 24, Appendix B) Dental Care Program [Employer proposal] 
Issue 12- (Art 25, Appendix B) Eye Care Program [Employer proposal] 
Issue 13- (Art 27.1 Appendix A) Wages 07.01.12-06.30.13 [Union proposal] 

Issue 14- (Art 27.1 Appendix A) Wages 07.01.13-06.30.14 [Union proposal] 
Issue 15- (Art 27.1 Appendix A) Wages 07.01.14-06.30.15 [Union proposal] 
Issue 16- (Art 30.1) Pension System, reduction in multiplier [Employer proposal] 
Issue 17- (Art 30.1) Pension System, employer payment to defined contribution 
[Employer proposal] 
Issue 18- (Art 30.1) Pension System, average final compensation calculation 
[Employer proposal] 
Issue 19- (Art 31.1) Educational Bonus [Employer proposal] 
Issue 20 - Appendix D - Firefighter Captain and Fire Engine Officer [Employer 
proposal] 

STATUTORY CRITERIA 

When considering the economic issues in this proceeding, the Panel was guided 

by Section 8 of Act 312. The section provides that "As to each economic issue, the 

arbitration panel shall adopt the last offer of settlement which, in the opinion of the 

arbitration panel more nearly complies with the applicable factors prescribed in section 

9. The findings, opinions and order as to all other issues shall be based upon the 

applicable factors prescribed in section 9." Section 9(1) and (2) states "(1) the arbitration 

panel shall base its findings, opinions, and order upon the following factors: 

(a) The financial ability of the unit of government to pay. All of the following shall apply to the 
arbitration panel's determination of the ability of the unit of government to pay: 
(i) The financial impact on the community of any award made by the arbitration panel. 
( ii) The interests and welfare of the public 
(iii) All liabilities, whether or not they appear on the balance sheet of the unit of government. 
(iv) Any law of this state or any directive issued under the local government and school district 
fiscal accountability act, 2011 PA 4, MCL 141.1501 to 141.1531, that places limitations on a 
unit of government's expenditures or revenue collection. 
(b) The lawful authority of the employer 
(c) Stipulations of the parties. 
(d) Comparison of the wages, hours and conditions of employment of the employees involved 
in the arbitration proceeding with the wages, hours and conditions of employment of other 
employees performing similar services and with other employees generally in both of the 
following: 
(i) In public employment in comparable communities. 
( ii) In private employment in comparable communities. 
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(e) Comparison of the wage.g, hours, and conditions ofemplcryment of athe1· e-mployees of the 
unit of government o-utside of the b«rgaining urzit in question. 
(j) The avemge crmsu:mer prices j&r goods and services~ commorJy known as the cost of living. 
(g) The averill compensatirm presently received by the employees, including direct wage 
corapmsation, w.cafinns, rtOlidays and other excused time, insurance and pensions, medical and 
lwspiiali7;ation bmefits, the continuity and stability of ernployment, ami all other benefits 
recei:ued. 
(h) Changes in any of ihe foregoing circumstances d:unng the pendency of the arbitration 
proceedings. 
( i) Other factors that are normally or trv.dif:itYMiiy talcen into con;sideration in the 
de<ermination of wages, ·hours and conditions of employrnent through volunitlrg collective 
bmgaining, mediation, fact-finding, arbii-ration or otherwise between the parties, irz the public 
service or in pri:vate e-Mployment. 
(2) The arbitJ"alion panel shall give the financial ability of the unit of govemmerd to pay the nwst 
sig;aificance, if the determination is supported by competent, material, and subsfmtl.ial evidence." 

1!\tnere not specifically referenced, the above factors were cons!dPxed, but not 

discussed in the interest of brevity. 

OOiillli'AMI!iLIE IC@Il!il!!ii~IT!fll$ 

Section 9(d) of Act 312 directs b'te Pa.'1e1 to consider a comparison of wages, 

hours and conditions of employment of !he employees involved in the arbitration 

proceeding with the wages, hours and conditions of employment o.f other employees 

perfm:ming similar services, and wit_h other employees generally ln public and prlvare 

employment in comparable commu:.rrities, As noted i.11 the introduction, !he parties 

agreed to present the issue of comparable communities to the Arbitrator for decision 

and in the Interim Opinion and Order the Arbitrator determl><ed !he follow:Lng 

communities as external comparable comn:n.mHies: the cities of Hazel Park,. h1kste1; 

River Rouge, Ecorse, Ha.cntramck,. and Melvindale. 

Attachment A of !he Interim Opl.nion and Orda displayed data, which >vas 

considered in selection of the comparable communJHes. Attachment A data may be 

refen·ed to in the discussion and findings sections addressing the ability to pay and 

specific issues when section 9(1) and (2) factors, relate to !he issue. 

Ti;:erefo~e, file Panel cltooses the fo:Howing ~ootmuln!iies as c~J:mpa~aii>Ie to fue 
City of Highland Park in tMe proceedm.g: the cities of Hazel Pa.t>k, mkste~, River. 
Rouge, E~ors-e, Hamtramck, "nd Melvindale. /1.1] rJ_, 

Etnployer: Agree Disagree ___ ¥_~-'-. ___ _ 

Union: Agreek¢ Disagree ________ _ 
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Employer Position 

ECONOMIC ISSUES 

ABJLITYTO PAY 

The Employer provided evidence pertaining to ability to pay through the 

testimony of City Finance Director Earnestine Williams; Dave Massaron, Principal at the 

law firm of Miller, Canfield, Paddock and Stone; Brian Lefler, managing director of 

public finance for Baird and Associates firm to assist the City as a financial adviser; and 

Gregory Terrell, CPA contracted by the Employer to conduct audits for the City. 

Employer exhibits C-21 through C-38 and C·46 through C-49 provided data relating to 

the Employer's economic situation and the ability to pay. A substantial portion of the 

Employer's post hearing brief referred to that testimony and evidence in support of its 

position on the ability to pay. 

Ms. Williams provided some background leading to the Employer's current 

financial condition using exhibits C-21 and C-35. Ms. Williams testified that she was 

originally hired by the City in 2004 as deputy financial director and in 2007 became 

financial director (Tr. 2, pg 65). She said that when she came to the City in 2004 the City 

was under a financial manager and "they shut the City down completely. There were 

no employee's working. People did not get paid for six months" (Tr. 2, pg 65). The 

background described in C-21 and C-35 revealed the following: 

- 1996 - State of Michigan appointed a review team to determine the extent of 

the City's financial problems 

- September 2000 - State of Michigan appointed a second review team 

- June 2001- Emergency Financial Manager appointed 

- April2005- second Emergency Financial Manager appointed 

- April 2009 - Third Emergency Financial Manager appointed 

- July 2009 - Emergency Financial Manager removed and City returned back to 

Mayor and City Council but remained under general supervision of the State 

pursuant to Act 72, which requires financial reports to the State monthly. (Tr. 

2, pg51). 

Evidence revealed that for ten fiscal years ending 2003 to 2012 the City ended 

with a negative balance six of those years (C-35). The City also borrowed funds during 

that period to enable it to maintain services. The following loans were obtained: 

- June 2005- $1,250,000 tax anticipation loan; paid back December 2005 

- September 2005 - $1,000,000 emergency loan from the State 
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- April2006- $1,250,000 tax anticipation loan; paid back October 2006 

- April 2008 - $3,000,000 emergency loan from the State 

The Employer notes that two of the four positive fund balances are associated 

with the emergency loans received by the State which are due to be repaid. 

Other steps the Employer has taken to remain financially solvent have included: 

- An agreement with Daimler-Chrysler to forgive debt of $8.6 million. (C-35) 

- An agreement with DTE to eliminate a debt of $4.7 million. (C-22) 

Reducing contractual employees and bringing most jobs back within the City 

resulting in annual savings of $600,000. (C-35) 

- Discontinuing a contract with Wayne County for law enforcement and re

activation of the City Police Department for an annual savings of $1 million. 

(C-35). 

The Employer points out that it has lost 30% of its population in that last 10 years 

and a high percentage of its current population, 43.7%, have incomes below the poverty 

level. The Employer presented the comprehensive annual financial reports (CAFR) for 

the fiscal years ending June 30, 2008(C-30), 2009(C-31), 2010(C-32) 201l(C-33) and 

2012(C-34). The Employer, in its post hearing brief, notes that while the 2012 CAFR 

indicates an increase in property tax revenue, the increase is due to an increase in the 

mill rates for the voted pension debt. This coupled with the decline in population, 

means less people are paying higher taxes, much of which is dedicated to pension 

obligations and not for general fund use. The city also notes that due to population 

declines, the state shared revenue available for use by the general fund decreased from 

2011 to 2012. It is projected to increase only slightly ($110,000) from 2012 to 2013. (C-

28). It also points out the general fund continues to subsidize the water department 

enterprise fund at a rate of $275,000 per year. (C-23). The City also notes that payment 

of $100,000 on the principal for its emergency loan of $1 million made in 2003 is due 

May 19, 2013. (C-28). 

Ms. Williams presented (C-23) which displayed a general fund estimated 

monthly cash flow for the fiscal year ending June 30, 2012. It demonstrated that the 

City was just barely meeting its expenditure obligations on a month to month basis and 

actually had to withhold and delay some payment obligations in order to maintain a 

cash balance. 

City Exhibit (C-24) and (C-36) were presented by Ms. Williams. These exhibits 

described the trends in property tax collections for 2010 through 2012. (C-36) showed 

the following: 
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2010 201! 2012(as of 02L04Ll3) 

taxes due: $5,250,834 $9,071,501 $7,973,100 

taxes paid: $3,040,305 $5,339,904 $4,370,593 

tax unpaid: $2,210,529 $3,731,596 $3,602,505 

%paid 58% 59% 55% 

As noted above, the figures for 2012 are not for the full fiscal year. Comparing 

the 2011-2012 period to the 2012-2013 period, it is quite possible additional tax revenues 

may be received from pension, pension winter and city operating sources prior to the 

end of the 2012-2013 fiscal year. 

It is also noted, that (C-33) and (C-34) present the CAFR's for the periods ending 

June 2011 and June 2012 respectively. Those reports indicate that property tax revenues 

for the 2010-2011 fiscal year was $3,567,824 and for the 2011-2012 fiscal year $3,787,002. 

So there was a slight increase in property tax revenue from the 2010-2011 to the 2011-

2012 fiscal year. 

Ms. Williams spoke to the current millage rates and referred to (C-25) which 

describes the current (2012) property tax rates being paid by Highland Park residents. 

Ms. Williams explained that total annual millage is 51.7758. Within that millage is 26 

mills annually which is dedicated to payment of a 30 year $27 million dollar bond it 

negotiated with Fifth Third Bank in 2008 to meet its pension obligations to its retired 

employees. Because of its fmancial condition, the MERS pension system would no 

longer serve the City and the City had to go to the market to secure a bond to meet its 

pension obligations. Ms. Williams testified that the City initially secured the Bond by 

adding 7 mills to its taxes and dedicating portion of state revenue sharing to pay the 

bond proceeds obligation to Fifth Third. But the Fifth Third Agreement requires an 

annual renewal and in the 2012 renewal process, Fifth Third and other creditors 

indicated revenue sharing was not a secure enough source to assure payment so in 

order for the City to maintain the loan to pay the bond it had to dedicate 13 mills in 

summer and 13 mills in winter taxes (26 mills annually) to generate the $3 million 

annual debt service on the pension bonds. Ms. Williams indicated the balance 

remaining on the initial bond to make the pension payments is about $9 million so the 

funds will be depleted in about 3 years. The remaining 25.7758 mills is for general 

operating, special rubbish, court judgment and 3 mills for pension judgment. (C-25). 

Conditions of the Fifth Third Agreement include a provision that tax collections from 

the millage must produce the required amount of funds to meet the bond payment 

obligations, so if tax collections decline from the current millage of 26 mills then the tax 
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rate on the pension bonds will increase beyond the current 26 mills to meet the payment 

obligations. Ms. Williams noted that three years from now the $9 million remaining in 

the funds from the Bond will be paid to the sustain the pension obligations but the 

obligation to pay the bond indebtedness will remain. The City will have to find another 

source of funds, perhaps from the general fund or another means of financing, for the 

payment of the pension obligations. Ms Williams indicated that the City continues to 

explore options to restructure the debt. (Tr 2, pgs 179-181). 

City exhibit (C-26) is part of the monthly financial report to the State and is an 

invoice status report by vendor as of December 31, 2012. It identifies outstanding 

financial obligations of the City to various venders totaling $14,163,245.23. Ms. Williams 

indicated that a major portion of this amount was owed to the City of Detroit Water 

Board because the City of Highland Park has been unable to pay the full bill for water 

and sewage service from the Detroit Water Board for some time. She stated there is 

now a court order that requires 65% of the City of Highland Park water and sewer fees 

it obtains from its residents go directly to the City of Detroit Water Board. But that 65% 

does not pay for the entire cost of service from the City of Detroit and the City of 

Highland Park has been unable to pay the additional cost so as of December 31, 2012 

there was a current balance owing the water fund of $545,000 and the Water Sewage of 

$11,502,958. Ms. Williams said there were attempts to do payment arrangements but 

currently those major bills remain outstanding (Tr 2 pg 201). She also indicated the City 

of Highland Park had shut down its water department and is in the process of making 

repairs to meet safety requirements. She was uncertain if and when it might again 

become operational and how that might relate to costs of water and sewer services. (Tr 

2 pgs 203-204). 

Ms. Williams also pointed out that the City had continuing long term debt 

obligations (C-27). Total interest expense for long term debt payments for the 2010-2011 

fiscal year was $2,588,000 (C-33, pg 39) and for the 2011-2012 fiscal year was 

$2,055,000(C-34, pg 41). City exhibit (C-28) displayed current outstanding debt and 

priority of liens as of July 1, 2012. It showed $1,320,190 payment obligations on debt 

exclusive of the Fifth Third bond and $2,824,345 for the Fifth Third obligation. 

City Witness Dave Massaron testified that in 2008 the City issued financial 

recovery bonds to be used to fund the City's accrued benefits that it owed its employees 

because it had beer{ removed from MERS. It had been removed from the MERS pension 

system because it had failed to make payments for many years at the rate required by 

MERS and their funding level fell below what MERS would allow. Bonds had been 
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issued through the Michigan Municipal Bond Authority but were financed through a 

short term arrangement with Fifth Third Bank to permit the City to continue to pay its 

pension obligations. In July 2011 the City contracted with Mr. Massaron at the 

recommendation of the State Treasurer to advise the City regarding an extension of the 

relationship with Fifth Third. The City was able to get a one year extension with the 

possibility of further one or more year extensions. He stated that he believed this is the 

only city in Michigan that has issued bonds in this way to fund pension obligations. He 

also stated that he felt this arrangement with Fifth-Third, which requires the entire 

amount of the bond to be paid upon a default was a much different relationship than 

the typical arrangement, which allows payments over a period of time. As indicated 

previously, the current arrangement with Fifth-Third established a specific tax millage 

to pay its pension obligations. That current millage is 30.5 mills and Mr. Massoron 

noted that is for pension obligations already accrued, not for the continued cost of 

benefits moving forward, so the millage rate may have to increase under the current 

arrangement to meet increased pension obligations. 

Mr. Massoron testified that because Fifth-Third felt the City did not have a long 

term plan to address the unfunded liability, i.e. even with the Fifth-Third loan to secure 

the Bond the City will run out of funds in three or four years, Fifth-Third increased the 

fees for the loan dramatically. 

During direct examination Mr. Massoron was asked whether the ability to create 

a stable relationship with a credit partner was affected by the general fund balance 

sheet. His answer in part was that in conversations with different financial institutions 

they focus on 1) is there a way to create a new bond structure that gives the lender 

additional protection?, and 2) is there a way the City can continue to operate as a going 

concern? He said when you have the situation of the City levying 30.5 mills just for the 

pension obligations and "tapped out" from a borrowing perspective and a general fund 

not seeming to be able to make the annual required contributions, the question that 

creditors have is: In three or four years when you have no money, how are you going to 

operate? He said until there is a successful answer to that question, it becomes very 

difficult to reach a long term solution. Mr. Massoron stated he felt on a short term basis 

the City's operational budget had improved but that on a long term basis it has actually 

gotten worse over the past several years because it has been unable to make payments 

into a pension system to gamer investment earnings (Tr 3, pgs 126-133). 

City Witness Brian Lefler testified that in May 2011 he was asked by the Deputy 

State Treasurer to assist the City as a financial adviser in getting the letter of credit 
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renewed with Fifth-Third. His testimony with respect to the history of the City 

obtaining the arrangement with Fifth-Third coincided with the testimony of Mr. 

Massoron. He noted that with the decline in the tax base over that past few years, a 

decline from $180 million to about $151 million, the annual revenue from the 22.6 mills 

for general operating purposes (19.37 mills) has declined from about $3.5 million to 

about $2.8 million, a $700,000 reduction. He also pointed out that the City is under 

pressure to maintain a balanced budget in order to be able to renew the line of credit 

for the bond agreement. He indicated he felt some banks that he had approached may 

be interested in a longer term arrangement than the current arrangement with Fifth

Third but at the date of his testimony no agreements had been reached with any 

lenders. Mr. Lefler also said a review of the property tax delinquent payment rate of 

the past four or five years revealed an approximate 40% delinquency rate. He said the 

City has to take that factor into consideration when it estimates its budget. The timing 

for collection of these delinquent taxes, some of which may not be paid at all, can be 

problematic for cash flow and the City has to engage in interfund borrowing. He 

stated he felt the City had made considerable efforts recently resulting in reducing 

general fund expenditures and was of the opinion that ensuring that the City was not 

operating with a general fund deficit was important to improve the chances of 

obtaining financing to address long term obligations. 

The Employer, in its post hearing brief, says that the evidence presented by its 

witnesses relative to the City's financial situation is such that the panel should adopt 

the City's position on each of the issues presented in this proceeding. 

Union Position 

The Union did not present direct testimony or exhibits on the Employer's ability 

to pay but the Union' position is that the Employer has exaggerated its situation and 

that its financial ability to pay is not as dire as it presents. The Union points to the 2012 

CAFR, which identifies a general fund balance as of June 30, 2012 of $2,991,762. (C-34, 

pg 17). It says this level of fund balance is nearly twice as much as that recommended 

by the Government Finance Officers Association. The Union points out in its post 

hearing brief that there is inconsistency in some of the Employer's exhibits relating to 

finances. For example it notes that (C-22) showed a "proposed" budget fund balance of 

$1,156,063 for the fiscal year ending June 2013 but the actual audited amount was 

$2,991,762 (C-34). 

The Union also notes that (C-24) shows an increase in property taxes paid in 2012 

compared to 2010 and says (C-24) indicates only 68% of property owners paid property 
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taxes in 2012. The Union points out that City witness Williams testified that the City 

has not initiated anything from the Mayor's office to go after people that are not paying 

their taxes (Tr 2, pg 163). The Union refers to testimony of Ms. Williams that the Mayor 

and City Council in the current fiscal year chose not to add to the property tax bills the 

delinquent fees that should have been paid for water service from the water bills and 

she estimated that payment by the City for water which would have to come form the 

general fund would likely be $300,000 to $500,000. (Tr 3, pgs 61-62). The Union says any 

money collected from the delinquent water bill payments would increase the general 

fund balance. The Union says the Employer has made poor business decisions when 

other less expensive options were available and notes that the City has recently 

maintained a positive fund balance. 

Discussion and Findings 

Discussion 

The panel has reviewed the evidence and testimony provided in the context of 

the Act 312, Section 9 criteria. Section 9 criteria particularly applicable to this issue 

includes subsections (1) (a), (h) (i) and subsection (2). The panel believes it has given 

Section 9(2) appropriate significance based upon the evidence presented at this hearing. 

Section 9(1)(a) of Act 312 requires the panel to consider 

(i) the financial impact on the community of the panel's award 

(ii) the interests and welfare of the public 

(iii) all liabilities, whether or not they appear on the balance sheet of the unit of 

government 

Section 9(2) states: "The arbitration panel shall give the financial ability of the unit of 

government to pay the most significance, if the determination is supported by 

competent, material, and substantial evidence." 

This arbitrator recognizes the Employer is faced with a precarious financial 

situation. Evidence demonstrates that the City is confronted with the following: 

- It must retain, restructure or replace the current arrangement it has with Fifth

Third bank to be able to continue to meet its financial obligations to its retirees. 

- Within three years it must find a way to continue to meet its pension payment 

obligations and continue to meet its repayment obligations for previous borrowing 

- It must continue to maintain a balanced budget for operational expenses and 

demonstrate it has a long term plan for maintaining its obligations to current and future 

retirees. The panel's award has taken these factors into consideration. The evidence 
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shows the City had a fund balance at the end of fiscal year 2010-2011 of $1,175,181 (C-

33, pg 15) and for fiscal year 2011-2012 of $2,991,762 (C-34, pg 17). But the evidence also 

reveals that some of these fund balances were a result of debt forgiveness and that the 

City continues to have to carefully monitor its cash flow and delay contractual payment 

obligations to permit it to maintain its operations. The City is to be commended for 

working over these past several years to reduce expenditures and address long term 

obligations while attempting to maintain a balanced budget But when all liabilities are 

considered, as required by Section 9(1)(a)(iii), it is apparent that the city will continue to 

be confronted with financial challenges and operational limitations for the foreseeable 

future in order to achieve a more secure financial future. 

The evidence demonstrates that the citizens of Highland Park are already being 

asked to pay a significant amount in property taxes to support the ability of the city to 

maintain basic public safety, water, sewer and power systems and meet its obligations 

to its employees and retirees. To increase taxes much more may result in reaching a 

point of diminishing returns. The percentage of delinquent or unpaid taxes is already 

quite high. The public interest and welfare would not be well served to increase 

property taxes much more. However, neither would it be in the public interest or 

welfare to reduce the fire services and other public safety services much more or reduce 

the wages and benefits of the firefighters to a point where they would no longer be able 

to support themselves or their families and leave their positions. It is in the interests 

and welfare of the residents of Highland Park to have experienced reliable firefighter 

employees to serve them. 

Comparing the City of Highland Park financial situation with those of the 

comparable communities indicates that other communities are confronted with some of 

the same problems as Highland Park, but Highland Park is one of the most stressed 

among the comparables. The interim order determining the comparable communities 

contained Attachment A displaying data, which was considered in selection of the 

comparable communities. Some of that data is noteworthy in addressing the question 

of ability to pay. For example, Highland Park had a 1% population decline from 2000 to 

2001 but so did nearly every other comparable community. But Highland Park had the 

lowest per capita income, median household income, 2011 SEV, 2011 taxable value and 

the highest percentage of persons below the poverty level among all of the comparable 

communities. 

The CAFR's for the fiscal years ending June 30, 2011(C-33) and June 30, 2012(C-

34) contained sections providing Financial Highlights and Going Concerns. Those 
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provide a good picture of what the Employer's financial situation has been and what it 

will likely be faced with during the course of this CBA and in the foreseeable future. 

Those highlights are: 

CAFR ending June 30, 2011 (C-33) 

Financial Highlights ~ p~ 4,5 

Financial Highlights 
As discussed in further detail in this discussion and analysis, the 
following represents the most significant financial highlights for the year 
ended June 30, 2011: 
• Property taxes continue to be the City's largest and most secure 

source of revenue. Property taxes overall increased from prior year 
by approximately $1,425,000. The increase is actually a decrease in 
the 2011 fiscal year of approximately $369,000 offset by prior year's 
one-time tax refund of approximately $1,794,000. The decrease in 
property taxes was also offset by increases in mill rates for 
judgments and voted pension debt. 

• State-shared revenue is the City's third largest revenue source, 
behind both property tax revenue and income tax revenue. The 
City received its final census count, which resulted in a decrease in 
revenue sharing for the 2011 fiscal year of approximately $216,000. 
This loss from the census is a permanent loss that will affect fiscal 
years 2011 through 2020. State-shared revenue accounts for 
approximately 24 percent of the City's total General Fund revenue. 

• The General Fund receives approximately 13 percent of its annual 
revenue from fines and fees from police tickets adjudicated through 
the district court. The fines and fees revenue decreased 
approximately $32,000 from the 2009-2010 level. 

• The General Fund receives approximately 30 percent of its annual 
revenue from income taxes. The income tax revenue increased 
approximately $1,227,000 from 2009-2010 level. 

• The General Fund had a net increase in fund balance of $1,246,172. 
During the current year, the City entered into an agreement with 
Detroit Edison (DTE), which forgave the City $4,699,592 of 
outstanding street-light invoices dating back several years. This 
forgiveness helped to contribute to the General Fund's positive 
increase in fund balance. In addition to the debt forgiveness, the 
City experienced an increase in both property tax and income tax 
revenue. The General Fund had an overall fund balance of 
$1,175,181 at June 30, 2011. 

Note 18 ~Going Concerns~ pgs 53, 54 

In June 2001, the State of Michigan Department of Treasury (the "State") 
appointed an emergency financial manager (EFM) to run the City in 
accordance with Section 12(!) of Public Act 72 of 1990 (superseded by 
Public Act of 4 of 2011). The EFM was charged with the responsibility of 
balancing the annual operating budget and eliminating the cumulative 
General Fund deficit, with totaled approximately $11,275,000 at June 30, 
2001. In addition to the General Fund deficit and many other financial 
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operating matters, the EFM also had to address the repayment of the 
Water and Sewer Fund borrowing of approximately $4,900,000 from the 
General Fund. The State's original EFM was replaced with a second EFM 
in April2005 and in April2009, a third EFM was appointed. In July 2009, 
the State removed the interim emergency financial manager from the City 
and returned control of the City back to the mayor and the City Council. 
The City continues under state control per Pubic Act 4 at June 30, 2011. 

The mayor and City Council submitted a detailed plan on how the City 
was going to eliminate all deficits and address all other operating matters. 
In addition, the EFM submitted an annual deficit elimination plan to the 
State detailing the action plan for all funds in a deficit position. The 
General Fund at June 30, 2011 has completely eliminated the deficit and 
has a cumulative fund balance of $1,175,181. In addition, the General 
Fund had an annual operating surplus of $805,801. The General Fund 
transferred $3,874,694 to the Water and Sewer Fund in the current year to 
help cover operational shortfalls. The Water and Sewer Fund continued to 
have a significant operating loss of $1,618,243. The one-time transfer from 
the General Fund offset the operating loss and resulted in a decrease of 
net deficit of $2,256,451 for the year ended June 30, 2011, dropping it to 
$4,996,138. The City will continue to follow the approved deficit 
elimination plan created by the former EFM which calls for substantial 
rate increases over the next couple of years to eliminate the deficit. 

CAFR ending June 30, 2012 (C-34) 

Financial Highlights - pg 4 

As discussed in further detail in this discussion and analysis, the 
following represents the most significant financial highlights for the year 
ended June 30, 2012: 
• Property taxes continue to be the City's largest and most secure 
source of revenue. Property taxes increased from prior year by 
approximately $2,050,000. The increase is due to an increase in the mill 
rates for the voted pension debt. 
• State-shared revenue is the City's third largest revenue source, 
behind both property tax revenue and income tax revenue. The City 
received its final census count in the previous fiscal year which will result 
in a permanent loss that will affect fiscal years 2011 through 2020. State
shared revenue decreased by approximately $640,000 and accounts for 
approximately 22 percent of the City's General Fund revenue. 
• The General Fund received approximately 27 percent of its annual 
revenue form income taxes. The City utilizes shared services with the City 
of Hamtramck in an effort to realize greater income tax collection. Since 
the agreement was signed in fiscal year 2010, income tax revenue has 
increased substantially. 

Note 17- Going Concerns -pg 54 

In July 2009, the State removed the interim emergency financial manager 
form the City and returned control of the City back to the mayor and City 
Council. The City continues under State control per Public Act 72 at June 
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30,2012. 

The mayor and Oly Council have submitted a revised deficit clinrina!ion 
pla.."1 detailing how the City plans to address the Water and sewer deficit 
as well as other operating matters. The City is exploring alternative water 
service delivery methods and long-term solutions for its water plant. 
Cummi:ly, water and sewage services are being provided by the City of 
Detroit. 

In the current fiscal year, the Genenii Fun transferred $491,161 to the 
Water and Sewer Fu.nd to help cover operalimml shortfalls. The Water and 
Sew'er Fund continued to have a significant operating loss of $910,703 and 
a net deficit of $5,522,340. 

It is n1 this context and based on the facts and evidence presented in !:Iris case, 

that the panel atterr-.pts to balance Lhe interests of the Employer and the members of this 

Urtior~ and the needs of citizens of Highland Park, rl1at they both strive to meet. 

Pl"dlll!Jj; 

iflased on !he evidence presented, and gi>rh>g the financi"i abilii:y of <he 1:rnit of 
government to pay most sigrri.fica.;ce, the Panel finds lhatthe E:mpioy<er is able to pay 
the ID><acessary costs ordered in the Opinion and Award with~< a sigtlificant financial 
impact on .the Employe!' and in the best lnfe.zesm and welfare of the pi!lblk. The Panel 
beH,;ves fue filllandal impact, when .conside:red fu ilie context of th~ l'a:nel' s Award 
on ~he mdiv.id1"-"l issues presented t.o the P''""~l for decision in !:llis proceeding, 
roupled wifu the agreements made between t.'te parties, win not result i'1l a 
significant negative fiscal impO!d on the Employer ol\" the comrour.ii:y. 

Employer: Agree ~v: Disagree·--~-~----

Urrion: Agree~, .~ 
!s®~e 1 - {.111!'1!: 1@. Hll [t. !11 <l>iJJ!fiJtl !llll slilf! fiO"'PlOJi<!r prop"""') 

~!llf!leyer 8'Gsl~loo 

The Employer proposes that the folLowing language in Article 10.1 G be deleted: 

"A member holding the remk of Ueuten;ml;, OF b.~mg compensated 
ILleatenl!nt wage-s, shaH beL"' charge of eacl> shl:ft." 

The E.cnployer did notpresent specific exhibits o:r testimony on this issue. It did 

not addresB this issue specifical.ly in lies post heating brief O".her than to indicate it 

proposed its issues fru: reductions in costs due to its current and projected future 

financial constraints. 

!iooi"~ l"<l>si\iii®lll 

The Uniods last offer of settlement pmposes the CBA language be maintained. 
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The Union, in its post hearing brief, noted that there was record evidence describing the 

duties of a Lieutenant as being in charge of each shift. There was also testimony that 

Sergeants sometimes have to be in charge of a shift and therefore perform the duties of 

a Lieutenant. The Union views this proposal as an attempt by the Employer to delete 

bargaining unit promotional positions and that if this language was removed the 

Employer would have no requirement to pay Sergeants for performing this work. 

The Union says the panel should reject the Employer's proposal because the 

Employer failed to produce any documentation or testimony demonstrating what 

savings would occur and any other justification for its proposal. 

Discussion and Findings 

Discussion 

The Act 312, Section 9 factors that are most applicable to this issue, in addition to 

the ability to pay factors of 9(1)(a) and (2), are factors 9(1)(a)(ii) ,the interests and 

welfare of the public, and 9(1)(d), the comparison of employment of other employees 

performing similar services in comparable communities . .A review of Exhibits (J-3 

through J-8) reveal that the comparable communities have distinguished ranks and pay 

scales for Lieutenant and Sergeant. Several also refer to qualifications for promotion to 

Lieutenant, which include completion of training for that position which has been 

approved by the Michigan Firefighters Training Council. This would infer that there 

needs to be clear standards for qualifications to be in charge of a shift. The majority also 

contain language that requires payment of Lieutenant's wages for individuals who are 

not Lieutenants for time worked performing Lieutenant duties. There was sufficient 

record evidence to conclude that there currently are two Lieutenants employed in this 

bargaining unit and that their regular responsibilities are to be in charge of the shift. 

When they are. not available, Sergeants are in charge of the shift. Elimination of this 

position may result in a reduction in cost to the Employer by way of eliminating these 

positions and assigning Sergeants to be in charge of the shift. But it appears that 

staffing pattern would be inconsistent with standard practice for firefighter staffing 

and could jeopardize the public safety and welfare. Upon considering and weighing 

the Section 9 factors, I conclude that the Employer's proposal is not supported by the 

record evidence and testimony. 
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Talking ail of these factllrs h1i'O colllleirleration, the Pmel finds fue Union's las! 
zyffeJ' of settlemen~ con the iooue of \A!·f 10.1G) U. In ci!M!rge of shlft the more 
~:easol.'flabl;;, positiolilt. Therefore, there will bul.o cltarnge t<~P 'AE1:ide 10.1G . 

Employer: Agree~-----~ 
../1/1.~ 

Disagree fJ- ( / 
Union: Agree~~- Disagree'---------

lfi"l!!i"'V'" l'e$l!i@o;. 

The Employer proposes that the following languagB in ktide 16.2 be deleted; 

"§llift djjferentia1. Shift J?rer::td!!ms shaU be added t"() the. ho!!Ily rate of 
fue'emp!o'Vee sv affected." 

The Employe1· did not present specific exhibits or testimony on this issue. It did 

not address thls issue specifically in irs post hearing brief other than to i11dicate it 

ptoposed its issues for reductions in c-osts due to its cun'f.!nt and projected future 

financial constraints. 

!lm;i®ll Ji'wsitl!!~ 

The Union's 1at>t offer of settlement proposes the status quo with no changes to 

'the cu:mmt language. 

The Uxlion did not provide evidence or testimony on this issue but did indicate 

in its post hearing brief that the panel shou!.d reject the proposal because t,'le City did 

not provide sufficient evidence upon which the panel could make a ruling. 

l!)Ji<«Mssloo anfll"lnliin!Jls 

/!i~~S$ff@W 

Union witness Erwin presented t-estimony desa'ibing the regular vvrork schedule. 

They are 24 hour s..hifts. (Tr. 3, pg 239). There was no record testimony or evidence to 

indicate a Shift differential was applicable to members of this bargaining unit. Exhibit 

(J-2) .is the CBA for the Highland Parl< police and there was testimony that at one time 

there was a combined police and fire safet-y· runt und<;>r one CBA. A review of the 

current firefighter CBA (H-) and t.~e police Cl3A G-2} reveals that tc'lere are many 

sinillarities. The police CBA has Artide 16.2language w-hich states: 

"Shift Differential. Poiice Unil: em.pioyees assigned to t.ite afternoon shift 
shall receive a premitttn of $ .20 oente per hour. Polic<> Ur.lt employees 
working the midnight shift ah?Jl receive a ahlfi: pl'emium of$ .30 cP..nts pe:r 
hour. Shift premiums shall be added to the hourly ~ate of the employee so 
affected" (f-2). 
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It appears the language in Section 16.2 of the fL"Clfighters CBA is language that 

has no curnmt meani<'lg or application to firefighters a'ld is language that was 

inadvertently carried over keto the firefighters CBA when the po.lice and firefighters 

sepli!rated and resumed fu..-cctioning as differe.."'tt tinils. There wcrilld appear to be no 

harm :in removing tbe language f'.nd there may be some benefit ln that it would not 

confuse future :readers. Sometimes less language lB bette:r! 

l'i!lll!iilll!j$ 

Taking all of these fado:rs into ~ons:ide:ration, !the Pi>nel finds the !Employer's 
~!liSt offe1' of setllement on. !he illSne of (Ad 16.2) Shif€ Diffe:ret>lial the more 
reatson.able position. Therefore, A~lti.de 16.2 will be l'ellltove.d from the CBA. 

Disagree. ________ _ 

Dlsag..-ee __________ _ 

~~@jf~~ li"ll!si!tl&rn 

The Employer proposes the following language in Article 16.6 be deietcd: 

"Gm> A.Uowaoce. Effedive wil:h the October, 20114 Act 312 awau:rl, all 
members cerllfied a.-, polke office"" and qoaHfied to CF.I]".tty iil gun §h;;ll 
J<eceive a gm-; allowan~ based on yearn '!Jf semce ane:r wmp!e'iion of 
orne (1) year rpf se:n<ice if working :in l:he police depru:tmenlt and appmved 
by ~he Chief of Police. 

$500.110 giDm all@wa:nr.e (10+). 
$300.00 gtm iill.owance (11!-) 

The Employer did not present specific ex.'libits or testimony on this issue. It did 

not address i:his issue specifically Ln its post hearing brief other t.han to :indicate it 

proposed its issues for xeductions in costs due to its rnrre:nt and projected future 

financial cons!raints. 

l!li:!illil'i l!'li>$itla!!i> 

The Union's last offer of settlement proposes i:he status quo v.ritl; no ch.a.Ttges to 

!:he language. 

The Union argues in its post hear',ng brief that !he Pa.11el should not support the 

Employer's pl'oposal because the Employer failed to proVide sufficient eVidence in 

support of its proposal. It also notes that there was record testimony i:hat several 

members of the bargalnrng unit are certified police officers and do work at the 
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Highland Park police department on their days off for the same wages that the 

Employer pays part-time police officers. The parties have agreed to allow members of 

this bargaining unit who are certified police officers to work at the police department 

and maintain their police certification. The Union says the Employer proposal would 

deny these members the same allowance which is received by members of the police 

department. The Union argues the City failed to produce any evidence to demonstrate 

how much it would save by the panel adopting this proposal. 

Discussion and Findings 

Discussion 

This issue is somewhat unique to Highland Park in that there is record evidence 

that Highland Park had a combined police and fire public safety unit at one time and 

therefore had individuals who were certified and capable of performing both functions. 

Now they are separate units With separate collective bargaining agreements. · There 

was no evidence that any of the comparable communities had a similar organization 

structure. The Act 312, Section 9 factor that appears most applicable to this issue, in 

addition to the ability to pay factors of 9(1)(a) and (2), is 9(1)(i) , other factors that are 

normally or traditionally taken into consideration -- through voluntary collective 

bargaining, mediation, fact-finding, or otherwise between the parties, in the public 

service or in private employment. 

Union witness Loftis testified, in response to a question of whether other 

communities allowed firefighters to work as police officers. He stated: 

"Under Michigan law, you have to be certified by the Michigan 
Commission on Law Enforcement Standards to act as a police officer. In 
the City of Highland Park, prior to about 2006, it was a consolidated 
public safety where many of the members were cross-trained as police 
and fire. There were two separate units, but they were cross trained. 

And then the City, in 2006, placed some in police and some in fire. 
Four of the current fire fighters are currently - still hold police 
certification. On their days off, some of them choose to work to 
supplement their income as police officers for the City at a straight rate 
that they pay the part time officers in Highland Park. It's not an overtime 
rate. It's really no different than a guy on his day off trying to earn extra 
money mowing lawns or putting up aluminum siding"(Tr, 2, pgs 35,36). 

The Highland Park police officers CBA (J-2) contains the same language in 

Article 16. 6 as the current Article 16.6 language in the firefighters CBA (J-1) with the 

exception that it does not contain the phrase " if working in the police department and 

approved by the Chief of Police." The addition of this phrase in the firefighters CBA 
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assures the City that this benefit to the Employee will only be provided if he o:r she is 

working in the Highland Park police department. 

There are advantages for both the employee and the Employer and it is in the 

interest and welfare of Highland Park residents to have well trained police officers 

knowledgeable of the city and its r·esidents. Clearly, firefighters, certified as poike 

officers are vveU qualified to serve as polite officers on a contractuai basls for the city. 

Applying common sense a_nd fairness, one would conclude that tt is in the best 

interest to continue to have ihe City pay far the gun allowance to me..m.bers of the 

firefighte1·s unit provided they lVork in tile Highland Park police departlrtent, (emphasis 

added) even though they do so on a contractual basis. T'ne City benefits from their 

knowledge of the city and by paying t\1e straight rate they pay part time officers. The 

employees benefit by supplementing their fu.;fight-er wages. 

The record does provide an esf.mate of the cost to the City of pmviding this 

benefit. Based on the testimo-ny that there are currently four firefighters vvi.th police 

<:eltificanOJ-"~ the maximum ;;rrmtuli cost to the City would ra\'lge between $1,200.00 and 

$2,000.00 if all four pollee certified firefighters worked for the city police department. 

And the Employer has control of that by the requirement that it must have the 

approv,;J of the Chief of Police. In my opinion, !he Employer has not shown, by record 

evidence, that the cost outweighs the be._nef:it of retaining tl-dslo.nguage 1.< the CBA. 

f.ir.lllii!J$ 

Taking all of these fadors :illto confill.deraf.ion ilie il."ane! rn'ilds the Union's last 
offe:r of settlement on ilie issue of (Art 16.6} Gun Al1owaxrtce the :no.or<J reasm'w.ble 
position" Tl:texefore, there .,.,rjJI be n~zch:mge i_q .!L"'tkle 16"6 ot !i!ile CBA, 

Employer: Agree ·~1-b: Disagree, ________ _ 

Union: Agree ~ ~- Disagree'--------~ 

!!iWllp!®jlgtW i!'®2iti®OO 

The Employer proposes the £ollo•Ning language in ll.rtide 17 be deleted: 

17.1: Only tl1ose members who were on the acti:ve pay.roll as o£ 
November 6, 2006 shall be eligible for longevity pay, as follows: 

Yea:rs Amour>t I Years Amount 
r 9 $190.00 i 16 $530.00 
! 10 I $320.00 ! 17 $560.{)0 

11 $350.00 18 I $590.00 
12 $380,{)0 19 $620.00 
13 $410.00 I 20 $800.00 
14 $440.!)0 ~,I . 21 $1,100.00 
15 $470.00 
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Payment of new lortgevity schedule will be based on seniority on 
December 15"' of each year of said payment. 

17.2: Upon Retirement. An employee shall be entitled to receive a pro
rated portion of his longevity. All longevity is subject to deduction for 
income tax purposes. 

17.3: Pro-Ration. In the case of employees who have otherwise qualified 
for longevity pay, according to the provisions of this section, but who fail 
to retain status by reason of death, the provisions requiring employee to 
be in service shall be suspended so that one, and only one, longevity 
payment may be made to the personal representative on a pro-rated basis. 

The Employer did not present specific exhibits or testimony on this issue. It did 

not address this issue specifically in its post hearing brief other than to indicate it 

proposed its issues for reductions in costs due to its current and projected future 

financial constraints. 

Union Position 

The Union's last offer of settlement proposes the status quo with no changes to 

the language. The Union did not provide evidence or testimony on this issue but stated 

in its post hearing brief that the panel should reject the proposal because the City did 

not provide sufficient evidence upon which the panel could make a ruling. It also noted 

in its post hearing brief that the Employer's proposal is not supported when considering 

the Section 9(1)(d) factor comparing this issue applicable to firefighters in comparable 

communities. It notes four of the six comparable communities provide longevity 

payments to their firefighters. And the Union argues, the only internal comparable 

evidence, the Highland Park police CBA (J-2), contains the same provision on longevity 

as in the current firefighters CBA (J-1). 

Discussion and Findings 

Discussion 

The impartial arbitrator and panel majority adopts the Union's LOS. In its post 

hearing brief, the Employer stated there are currently 12 full time employees in the Fire 

Department. Exhibit (C-29) also shows funding for 12 positions for FY 2013. A review 

of Article 17 reveals that longevity payments begin when an employee has 9 years of 

service starting at $290.00 and increasing each year by $30.00 to a maximum of $1,000.00 

for and individual with 21 years service. A key provision in Article 17 states that "only 
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those members who were on the active payroll as of November 6, 2006 shall be eligible 

for longevity pay." Therefore, employees hired after November 6, 2006 are not eligible 

for longevity payments and when all current eligible employees resign or retire this 

provision will become moot. 

A re-view· of t_he external comparable co:mnmnities CBA's indicates four of the siX 

pro 'Vide longevity payrnents similar to the cu_rrent payments pmvided to Highland Park 

firefighters. Hamtramack and Melvendale provide graduated payments based on 

seniority up to $1,000.00. Hazel Park provides graduated payments based on a percent 

of wages from 2% to 8%. River Rouge provides graduated payments u-p to $500.00. 

A review of Joint exhibits containlng !:h.e cow.pamble communities' CBA's, 

(J-3) through (J-9), an this issue do not support the Employer's proposal. There was no 

evidence presented involving internal comparables in support of the Employer's 

proposal other than the overall economic evidence on ability to pay. The proposal may 

have minimal impact on the Employer's ability to mamtaln a balanced l:mdget but, 

because it is phasing out over funei' v,rottid have ru1: impact on addressing its long tenn 

financial obligations. There is little evidence tiris change wiJuld have a significant 

impact o:n the City's abilities to manage its fi....-,ances or obtain lo'"--;s during the course of 

this agreement. 

I'm!!~ 

Takmg all of ilies2 factors into coml.dex:ation \he Panel find;; fue Union's last 
offer of settl.ement olil ilie Issue of (Art 17) longevity Pay the more reasonable 
positie:m. Therefol'e, thel!'e will berm cl:mnge fn Artide 17, lLongewi!:y Pay. 

Employer: Agree~ · Disag!'ee~--~----
Union: Agree,b .. ~ Disagree.~---------

lili!i]>!lllyer l'llsi~l.-.ii! 

The Employer proposes to amend Article 18.1A which identities the follov..'i.ng 

clays to be celebrated as holid<!.ys: 

Independence Day New Years Day 
Labor Day Memoria! Day 
Thanksgiving Day Vetera.-;s Day 
Christmas Day Easter Sunday 
Empioyee's Birthday Flag Day 
Martin Luther King Day 

'Ihe Empl<Joyer pr<llp@ses M delete the followmg days from days celebrated as 

holildays: fl~g Dety1 Newv Yearn DayJ' Indep.~nde.nce Dajt, Veterc~Jill.~S Day_.. Emp!oyee1~ 
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Birthday. 

The Employer did not present specific exhibits or testimony on this issue. It did 

not address this issue specifically in its post hearing brief other than to indicate it 

proposed its issues for reductions in costs due to its current and projected future 

financial constraints. 

Union Position 

The Union's last offer of settlement proposes the status quo with no changes to 

the language. 

The Union argues in its post hearing brief that the Panel should not support the 

Employer's proposal because the Employer failed to provide sufficient evidence in 

support of its proposal. It also says the Employer failed to demonstrate its anticipated 

cost savings if its proposal were to be adopted by the panel. 

Discussion and Findings 

Discussion 

The Act 312, Section 9 factors that are most applicable to this issue, in addition to 

the ability to pay factors of 9(1)(a) and (2), are factors 9(1)(e) ,comparison of conditions 

of employment of other employees employed by the Employer, and 9(1)(d), the 

comparison of employment of other employees performing similar services in 

comparable communities .. Exhibit (J-2), the police CBA, is the only record evidence to 

compare other employees working for the Employer. It provides the exact same 

holidays as the current firefighter CBA. A review of exhibits (J-3 through J-9) reveals 

that the following comparable communities provide the following number of paid 

holidays: Ecorse -13, Hamtramack- 13, Hazel Park- 15, Inkster- 8&1/2 to 10&1/2, 

Melvendale- 13, River Rouge- 14. The Employer's proposal would reduce the number 

of paid holidays for Highland Park firefighters from the current 11 to 6. Neither the 

internal or external comparables support this level of reductions, I.e 50% less than those 

of comparable communities. 

As for the cost savings, it is possible to make a general estimate, from the record, 

what the cost savings might be. Using (C-29) as a reference, regular pay for all 

firefighters for FY 2012 was $514,042.00. (C-29) and other record evidence indicates 

there are currently 12 firefighters. Assuming there are 12 firefighters, that would equal 

approximately $42,837.00 per year per firefighter. Article 18.2 of the CBA states if the 

employee is not required to work on a holiday the employee will receive eight (8) hours 

of straight time. If we assume the employee works 2620 hours per year, the average pay 
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per employee would be about $16.35 per hour. Eight hours of pay would be an average 

$130.80 x 6 non paid holidays = $784.80 savings to the City and loss in pay to each of 

the 12 employees fo:r t.he 6 holidays a.n.d Lhe City would reaJize an approximate 

$9,417.60 ar.nual savings. 

As indicated previously, there ls evidence to demonstrate that the Cily of 

Bighland Park, when compared to the comparable conum:milies, is among the most 

fh<ancially stressed. However, there is also evidE!ru:e !:hat the members of the 

bargaining unit are also among th<e lowest compensated for t.l-,eir services. TI1e 

Employer's proposal for the number of reduced holiday days, when ccnsiderir,g the 

reduced income that would result to the .indlvldual employee, and compared to the 

comparable oorrununities, is qui.te extreme. Fifty percent £'ewer paid holidays 

compared with the comparable commu:.>lities, with no evidence to demonstrate other 

employees of the City are provided only !:hose numbe~ of paid holidays is net 

supported by the recon:l. And the reduction ln compensation to the employees that 

would result from this proposal, given their overall compensation compared to t.'>e.ir 

counterparts in comparable communities, is not supported hy the evidence. After 

considering all of these factors, the impartial arbitrator and th.e pllliel majority c<u-u.;ot 

supportthe Employer's proposal. 

~innii11~ 

Tiilklng ali of lli®se factors into c!lnsideration, fu<l Ji'@nel :finds the lhtion's liwt 
offer of settie:m.ent on the issue of (Ar< 18.1) Holid1.1.ya the more rei!JSonable position. 
Th<erefore, t_h.ere will be no dMu<ge to Article 18.1 HoH.i!ays. 

Employer. Agree~----;c--

Union: Agree-~ 

!li!i~l!l!l'ew l'®$ii!o~ 

Disagree, ______ _ 

The Employer proposes to A.."nend .Article 19.1, which identifies the following 

furlough periods: 

19J: The furlough periods shall be divided into vweive (12) periods. 
The ft•:rlough season shall be Ja.nuary through December. Selection shall 
be in Octobe1· for January through June, and April fo.r Jcly through 
December. Employees shall receive the foliow'.<Tig hours for their current 
year ftu·lough: 
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Years of 40-hour Fire Marshall, Fire 50.4 
Seniority Inspector or similar hour position 
1 year+ 40 48 

2-5 80 96 

6-10 120 144 
11-15 140 168 

16-20 160 192 

21-25 200 240 

25+ 240 288 

The Employer proposes to amend the line 11-15 by changing it to 11- + and to 

delete lines 16-20, 21-25, 25+. 

The Employer did not present specific exhibits or testimony on this issue. It did 

not address this issue specifically in its post hearing brief other than to indicate it 

proposed its issues for reductions in costs due to its current and projected future 

financial constraints. The Employer proposes to amend the furlough time schedule by 

capping the furlough time at 168 hours for employees who work 50.4 hours per week 

and 140 hours for employees who work 40 hours per week. 

Union Position 

The Union's last offer of settlement proposes the status quo with no changes to 

the language. 

The Union argues in its post hearing brief that the Panel should not support the 

Employer's proposal because the Employer failed to provide sufficient evidence in 

support of its proposal. It also says the Employer failed to demonstrate its anticipated 

cost savings if its proposal were to be adopted by the panel. 

Discussion and Findings 

Discussion 

The Act 312, Section 9 factors that are most applicable to this issue, in addition to 

the ability to pay factors of 9(l)(a) and (2), are factors 9(1)(e) ,comparison of conditions 

of employment of other employees employed by the Employer, and 9(1)(d), the 

comparison of employment of other employees performing similar services in 

comparable communities .. Exhibit (J-2), the police CBA, is the only record evidence to 

compare other employees working for the Employer. It provides the exact same 

furlough days as the current firefighter CBA. A review of exhibits (J-3 through J-9) 

reveals that all of the comparable communities provide a graduated number of 
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furloug'a days based on seniority comparable to the Highland Park current CBA. The 

number of days range from 2 to 15. 

As for the cost savings, it's difficult to estimate, from the record, what the cost 

savings might be. With fewer furlou.gh days there would potentially be less cost for 

overtime but there is no evidence to indicate the annual average number of furlough 

de.ys taken by members of the bargaitung unit. There was no record evidence to 

identify the years of service of the cw:rent personnel in the bargalving unit and t..\eir 

years of service to enable an estimate of t,l-te financial impact on the Employer. After 

considering ali of ili~.se factors, the impartial arbitrator and t.IJ.e panel majority crumot 

support the Employer's proposal. 

li'ln®i@$5 

T~Jdng aU of these fadors .into oons!cleration, the Panel im&s ilie u~~im>'s last 
offer of settlement on tl;e issue of (Art 19.1} Fru1oughs the more l.'el!l!Onable·posiltlon. 
Theref"m, iliere will be no change to Al·tide 19.1 Fudoug_hs. 

Employer: Agree. ________ _ 

Union: Agree~~·~ Disagree 

~~&spE@lfeJir P®~it&®w 

The Employer pxoposes to amend Article 22.1. by adding the follov>ling language 

indica ted in iEidJ, 

"Frre UJ:'llt employ&."'S shall earn ninety-six (96) holll1l sick leave rumually 
with a maximum accumulation of 800 hours. Fixe Ur.it Employees hlxed 
after 10/01/U shall earn mne!y-sh (%) hours sick leave ..nnually with a 
maximum accumulation m 1.60 hol!U's." 

The Employer did not present specific eY1-ribits or testimony on this issue. It did 

not add.-"'ess this issue specifically :in its post hearing brief oilier than to indicate it 

proposed its issues fm· reductions in costs due to its =rent and projected future 

financial constraints. Article 22.3 states that upon termination fm any reason, 

retire1nent, or death, the acr.'UJ11ul.ated paying sick leave bart.k shall be paid to the 

employee up to the maximum based on ser.iority. The maximums based on seniority 

are: 10-14 years seniority = 200 hrs max; 15-20 years seruo:rit'iJ = 266.7 hrs max; 20+ years 

ser>iority = 400 hrs max. Fo:r fire unit employees hired after 10(01/12 the proposal 

would reduce the maximum accu:mula!ion to 160 hotrrs, so upon leaving employment 

for any 1•eason for those individuals the most pay out of sick lev:ve they could receive 
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would be 160 hours. 

Union Position 

The Union proposes the status quo with no change to the current language. 

The Union indicates in its post hearing brief that the Employer failed to produce 

any record evidence or testimony to demonstrate what savings would result from this 

proposal. The Union says it expects the savings would be small and if implemented 

there would be no incentive for the employees to accrue more than 160 hours of sick 

time. It that were to occur, the Union says the City may not realize any savings because 

employees would be using more sick time which would require the employer to pay for 

their replacement. On the other hand, the Union argues, the impact this proposal will 

have on individual employees who resign or retire will be enormous. The Union notes 

that all of the external comparable communities have maximum sick leave 

accumulation amounts far higher than Highland Park does. The Union says the panel 

should reject the Employer's proposal. 

Discussion and Findings 

Discussion 

The Employer's proposal would not result in a substantial immediate savings to 

the Employer because evidence indicates there are currently only three firefighters 

hired after 10101112 that it would apply to. Similarly, it would not negatively impact 

those employees hired prior to 10101112. Over time, it could reduce the Employer's 

cost by limiting the number of accrued sick days necessary to pay out upon termination 

or retirement. 

A review of the external comparable community CBA's is revealing. (J-3 

thorough J-9) It appears that the various comparable communities authorize 

accumulated sick day pay outs at time of separation as follows: Ecorse - 40 days, 

Hamtramack - 125 days, Hazel Park - 500 hours for those hired after 07 I 01 I 87, Inkster 

- 65 days, Melvendale - 45 (24 hour ) days, River Rouge - 120 days. Melvendale has a 

provision that those who terminate employment within 3 years of hire will be paid for 

no accumulated sick days. 

What this information reveals is that the majority of comparable communities 

provide for a significantly higher number of sick day pay out upon termination than the 

160 hours proposed by the Employer. Again, there is no record evidence indicating 

other employees of the Employer have the maximum number of hours limit on sick 

leave payout that is proposed by the Employer and the external comparables do not 
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support the rather extreme furri.t proposed by the E:rnpJ.oyer. But based on a review of 

!he other comparable com.muPity CI3A's, il: appears the approach considered by the 

Er.nployer is not unreasonable. Other communities are aitempting to review t...'Us also. it 

may be of value for the Employer to consider other approaches to suggest in ft1tu.re 

negotiations. But presented vvith the choke of t.he Employer's proposal as presented i_n 

this proceeding, !he impartial arbitrator and the panel majorily cannot support the 

Employer's proposal. The record evidence does not suppost it and there 'Will be 

mi.t--.immn immediate financial impact on the Employer remilfmg from the panel's 

rejection. 

f;~di!!!l)ls 

Taking an of t.'tese J'ado;:s kAo consideration, the Prulel fi.'ltds fue Unirm:·s l<~sr 
offer of seft{emen~ on the isstte <Jf (Art 2:1:.1} Skk Leave ln<m~ neal'ly complies with 
the applici'1Me fado:rs prescribed :in secti1m. 9. TheTefii)Jte, there wm be no change ro 
ru!'icle 22,1, §ick Leave. ./"f !\ A~ 

Employer:Agree~ Disagree, ________ _ 

Union: Agree ~ ~ Disagree ________ _ 

\!@@MEO S- {i!ri :<!;!. ~, A!ll~®~<!lilr.lli) M!!dk:ai ii'ISMf®!Wil • !1'illl!'i ®IJ$R$ll [Em!'l®ffe>l' 0:. Iiili~.>!! i'<O!J!ll>o!J 

if:li!@H®lJ!!>o il'®sit!@!l 

The Employer proposes to .P,mend "Appendix B" which is referred to in A1tide 

23.1. Appendix B rorrently reads as foHovvs: 

Al"PJjNDIX B 
Medical Insurance: For full-ti;ne seniority employees only. Tb be generally 
comparabie (as to coverage and benefits) as BC/BS Cmm:mmity Blue Plan 
#8, with a $10 I $40 drug co-pay. The City reserves the right to self-ins-ure, 
and/ or to cha.."lge carriers_ Pxemiuxn !...~creases in ·excess of 5% ·a;;-m.uelly 
shall be shared equally by the employer ~.nd the employee. 

Dental Insurance: For full-time sen~orily emplo).-ees only. To be genereJly 
comparable (as to coverage and benefits) as BC!BS Option 111, with Type I 
benefits at 100%, a.nd Type li and Type ill benefits at 50%, to a $600 
annual maxirmilll, increasing to $800 a:mmal maximum effective January 
1, 2005. The Cily reserves the right to self-insure, Mtd/ or to change 
carriers. Pl'emimn increased in excess of 5% annually shall be shared 
equally by the employer and the employee. 

Optical Insurance: For full-time seniorit-y- emp1oyees only. To be generally 
comparable (as to coverage and benefits) as BC/BS VSP Vision Plan ''B/' 
'With the bi-annual exa.>ni.11ations,.. frames and lenses. The Ciiy reser\res t..he 
right to self-insure, and/ or to c..hange carriers. 
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The Employer proposes the following changes (identified in bold) to paragraph 1 

of Appendix B: 

"Medical Insurance: For full-time seniority employees only by Total 
Healthcare HMO Plan (Attached). The City reserves the right to self
insure, and/ or change carriers. The employee shall be responsible for 
premium co-sharing in the amount of 30% of the entire monthly 
premium and beginning fiscal year 2013-14, the employee shall 
additionally share equally with the employer all annual premium 
increases. 
The Employer proposes the following changes to paragraph 2 of 
AppendixB: 
Eliminate the entire paragraph - which would discontinue dental 
insurance 
The Employer proposes the following changes to paragraph 3 of 
AppendixB: 
Eliminate the entire paragraph - which would discontinue optical 
insurance 

Addressing the issue of plan design, the Employer presented the testimony of 

Rishie Modi, an agent contracted by the Employer to help administer health insurance. 

Mr. Modi testified to his exploration of acquiring different insurance providers to 

permit adequate coverage but reduced costs to the Employer and Employees from the 

current insurance provided to members of this bargaining unit. The current insurance is 

Blue Cross/Blue Shield (BC/BS) Community Blue Plan #8. His testimony supported 

the Employer's position that the BC/BS plan be replaced by the Total Health Care HMO 

plan. He stated that the in July 2012 the Employer developed the Total Health Care 

HMO plan that, in his opinion, was a far better plan than the current plan because it 

would be more comprehensive and less costly. He stated the proposed plan total 

deductibles would be $500 for an individual and $1,300 for a family, which is less than 

the BC/BS plan. There would be no out-of-pocket maximum, no co-insurance and co

pays for office visits would be $5 compared to $20 under the BC/BS plan. He stated 

that even though the proposed plan would be an HMO instead of the current PPO, 

employees could go to any specialist in the network without having to go through a 

primary care physician to get a referral (Tr 4, pgs 40,41). He referred to (C-52) and 

pointed out that the current monthly blended rate for an employee for single coverage 

is approximately $702.23 under the current plan and would be $395.87 under the Total 

Healthcare plan; the two person rate would be $819.86 compared to the current rate of 

$1598.21, and the family rate would be $1,068.06 compared to the current rate of 

$2044.00 (Tr 4, pg 42). He indicated nearly all of the Hospitals in southeastern Michigan 

with the exception of the Henry Ford system were service providers within the Total 
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Healthcare plan but acknowledged that only emergency services would be available if 

you were in need of services outside the network. He testified that prescription co

pays are 10/20, $10 for generics and $20 for brand name drugs and that Vision is 

included in the Total Health Care plan (Tr 4, pg 44). He indicated that the rate for the 

active employees and retirees shown on (C-51) is the same (Tr 4, pg 64), but the 

prescription rates would vary depending upon utilization. He did state however that 

the plan would separate active employees from retirees. With respect to internal 

comparables, in response to a question, he indicated that active employees in the 

administration and the entire police department is on the Total Health Care plan (Tr. 4, 

pg 74). Also, in response to a question of why the City has proposed this plan he stated: 

"It is a way to mitigate the costs for both the City and employees. The costs are 
drastically less expensive for both parties. The plan is comprehensive. The 
deductibles are similar. The co-payments are smaller. And what also helps, it 
separates the active population from the retiree population completely. Our goal 
is to put all active population on the True Health Care plan and maintain the 
retirees on the BC/BS plan, just because there aren't any other options for the 
retirees at that point." (Tr 4, pgs 75, 76.) . 

The City, in its post hearing brief, urges adoption of its LOS because it says it 

needs to contain healthcare costs. In says the BC/BS premium increased by 42% last 

year and that under the BC/BS plan the Employer heavily subsidizes the deductible for 

each employee. Employees are responsible for $500.00 for an individual but the 

employer is responsible for another $4,500.00 and the employee is responsible for 

$1,000.00 deductible under a family plan but the employer is responsible for an 

additional $9,000.00. The Employer urges the panel to adopt its LOS so it can better 

control healthcare costs, or in the alternative, order the parties back to the bargaining 

table to allow the Union to receive a presentation from Total Healthcare regarding 

benefits. 

Union Position 

The Union proposes the following changes (identified in bold) to paragraph 1 of 

AppendixB: 

"Medical Insurance: For full-time seniority employees only. To be 
generally comparable (as to coverage and benefits) as BC/BS Community 
Blue Plan #8, with a $10/$40 drug co-pay. The City reserves the right to 
self-insure, and I or to change carriers. The parties agree to reopen 
negotiations in January 2014 regarding the medical plan design for the 
last year of the Collective Bargaining Agreement." 

The City will provide either the hard cap amount established by P.A. 
152 or 80% of the total annual costs for the agreed upon medical benefit 
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plan. 

The City will pay $250.00 per month incentive to eligible employee(s) 
who elect to decline the City's medical plan. 

Employees will be able to re-enroll in the City's medical plan when the 
plan they are covered from another source and lose that coverage. When 
an employee makes a decision to re-enroll in the City's medical plan 
which is not caused by the loss of health insurance from another source, 
that employee cannot re-enroll until the next annual open enrollment 
period." 
Effective date - the date of the Act 312 Award 

The Union proposes the status quo with no changes to paragraphs 2 and 3 of 

Appendix B. 

The Union's proposal for Plan Design in its Last Offer of Settlement is to 

maintain the status quo, i.e. keep the current BC/BS plan and add language to 

Appendix B that would indicate in this CBA that the parties' agree to begin negotiations 

in January 2014 regarding the medical plan design for potential change for the period 

July 2014 through fune 2015, the last year of the CBA. The Union's proposal also would 

add language permitting an employee to choose not to participate in the Employer's 

health insurance plan and if the employee chose not to do so the Employer would pay 

the employee $250.00 per month as an incentive not to participate. 

The Union presented the testimony of Kevin Loftis relative to plan design and 

premium sharing. Mr. Loftis described the history of the Union and Employer's 

discussion on healthcare. He said that because of the rising cost of health care 

premiums and recent enactment of State law that requires the employees pay the entire 

cost of annual increases in premiums once a CBA has expired and a new CBA has not 

been agreed to, the members of this union are currently paying nearly 50% of the 

premium costs. Exhibits (U-40, 41, 43) indicate that the monthly premium employees 

pay for current coverage is approximately $350.00 for single, $775.00 for two person, and 

$985.00 for family coverage (U-41). He said that during negotiations the Union offered 

to try to resolve healthcare with other issues remaining open but the City did not agree 

and preferred to address all issues in the CBA. (Tr 4, pg 4). He noted that even though 

the current CBA provision for premium sharing states that employees and employer are 

to share equally in the cost of any increase in premium beyond a 5% increase, which the 

employer pays, there was a period of time when the employees were paying nothing. 

In 2010 the City did require Employees to follow the provision of the CBA and applied 

it retroactively to 2007. There has been grievance arbitration between the parties 
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attempting to determine what the actual employee contribution to the premium should 

be including calculations for retroactive payments and whether the calculations include 

or exclude retirees (Tr. 4, pgs 5-7). 

With respect to plan design, the Union expresses concern about the accessibility 

to providers under the Total Health Care plan proposed by the Employer. The Union 

points out that the Total Health Care plan does not provide statewide coverage and the 

Employer has failed to clarify what "emergency" service would be provided outside of 

the Total Health Care network. The Union notes that the current plan is a PPO plan and 

the plan proposed by the Employer is a HMO plan. It says HMO's are generally more 

restrictive to members attempting to obtain diagnostic tests and have a smaller network 

of providers. 

The Union pres~nted (U-49) which is a comparison of health plans of the external 

comparable communities as described in (J-3-9). The Union argues that the external 

comparables support its position to maintain the status quo since four of the six 

comparable communities have some form of BC/BS plan. The Union also indicates that 

the Highland Park Police CBA {J-2) has the same language describing its health 

coverage as does the current CBA for the members of this Union. The Union argues 

that the City has failed to provide a copy of the Total Health Care Plan to the panel or 

the Union or a written cost proposal or listing of hospitals and providers in its network. 

The Union says the Employer has provided insufficient evidence upon which the panel 

can make a decision and therefore the panel should support the Union's position of 

status quo. 

Discussion and Findings 

Discussion 

The Impartial Arbitrator and Panel majority favors the Employer's LBO. The 

Impartial Arbitrator has weighed the positives and negatives of each LBO and 

recognizes that there are positives and negatives in each but has concluded that the 

Employer's LBO is the better course to follow. 

The positives of the Union's LOS is that it gives the parties an opportunity to 

meet and discuss and perhaps negotiate and agree on a new health care plan design 

that is less costly for both the employee's and the Employer. It is always better to have 

the parties design the health care plan if possible rather than have it determined 

through arbitration. But the negative is that it is not assured that the parties will agree 

on any change, and if they did the earliest it would be implemented would be July 
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2014. There was sufficient evidence to demonstrate that the current plan is expensive 

for both the Employer and the Employee's and the plan proposed by the Employer will 

reduce financial costs for both the Employer and the Employees. Given the Employer's 

precarious financial situation, healthcare cost containment will be a factor in assisting 

the Employer to continue on a path to more financial stability. 

During the hearing the Union expressed frustration over the lack of information 

provided by the Employer describing the content of the Employer's Total Health Care 

Plan. The Union questioned the scope of coverage and accessibility. The Employer, in 

its post hearing brief suggested the Arbitrator might order the parties back to the 

bargaining table to receive a presentation from Total Health Care regarding its benefits. 

The Arbitrator believes it is to late in this Arbitration proceeding to order the parties to 

further bargaining. The Employer did, however, after the close of the record, submit to 

the Independent Arbitrator, a copy of the benefit plan summary for the Total Health 

Care TSOO Plan T521X, which the Employer says is the plan that was testified to by Mr. 

Modi. A copy of that plan summary will be placed in the file for this case in the event it 

is needed for future reference. There was sufficient record evidence, particularly 

through the testimony of Employer witness Modi, describing the provisions of the Total 

Health Care Plan and financial cost savings for both the Employer and employees, to 

support the Employer's proposal. However, just to be clear, the Independent 

Arbitrator is supportive of the Employer's LOS conditioned on the understanding that 

the Total Healthcare Plan that was described by and testified to by Mr. Modi and which 

is currently being provided to other City Employees and summarized in the Plan 

Suummary referred to above, in fact be the plan that is provided to members of this 

bargining unit. The Arbitrator would encourage the Employer to offer the Union the 

opportunity to receive a presentation from Total Health Care as soon as possible 

following issuance of this opinion and order. 

A review of the Act 312, section 9 factors reveals that (d)(i), comparing the 

external comparables favors the Union position in that the majority of the CBA's from 

the comparable communities currently have some form of BC/BS plan. But it is not 

certain of the comprehensiveness of those plans and it is noted that all but two of the six 

CBA's of the comparable communities have expired and apparently are in negotiations 

for a new CBA. Of the two that have not expired, it is noted that the Melvindale CBA 

extends through December 31, 2014 and includes a provision in Article 21.A that 

authorizes the Employer to change insurance carriers so long as substantially equivalent 

coverage is maintained and Article 21.H states it may offer optional health insurance 
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coverage tl:>.rough a PPO OT an 1-:::i\d:O. (J-7). T.ire Section 9{ej fucior, comparing ofher 

employees of the Employer outside fhe bargai.ning unit, favors fhe Employer's position. 

There was record testimony that all of the adive e.tnployees, lnc.!udi.t,g t~e eni:ixe police 

department, are on the Total Healh...,_ Care pla."'1 (Tr. 4, pg 74} end factors 9(a), ability to 

pay and 9(2) favor t.h.e Employer's LOS. 

l'iw!lilm!l§ 

Taking all of these factors into consideration, fhe· I'llnel i'il'lds the IEmpioyer's 
lase .::;ffer of settlement (LOS) Ol'l the iss!>le of Medical fus;.:m;nce - Plan Design, mo~e 
nearly complies wil:l'< the applicable factom prescribed in eeci:ioltl. 9. T'n<erefore, fhe 
Employer's la:ng~l!age mntained in its LOS will. be iJi.l<;OJrPorated i..; a :revised Appendix 
Bm theCBA.. -

Effective Date; As soon as pmdkal following tl'l!e date or fue Award but not 
late~ than Jannru:y 1, 2014 •. 

Em~loyer: Agree. ~p . 
Union: Agree·---~-----

Disagree'---;---~--

Disagree~~ 
Uo$"" liJ - {A !Iii 2!l. 1, .ilp!~E>~«l!~ i!f} ltl~!~ai '"•illtail•e - il'llmllimw $&~ri"9 j~lllllll'llrJfli!f l.k i!Jni®!i !W'l!lOO<!IJ 

i:ml!'ill>)ler w ... ,~ .. !ll 

Tbe Employer proposes the follovnng changes (ida:ttilied in bold) to paragraph 1 

of Appendix B: 

"Medical lnsumnce: Fer full-time seniority employees only by Total. 
Healfucm:e HMO Plan {AHaclled). The City reserves the right to se.lf
w.su:re, mlil /or cha._nge carriers. The employee shall be res:pomible fo~ 
premhtn~ co-sharing m. the amount of 30% of fue entire monthly 
pll'emium and beginning fiscal year 2()11!-;1.4, fue e!inploy,;e shaH 
additlion.al.iy share equally with frhe employe]' all a:m:tua! premium 
incr-eases. 
The Employer proposes the following changes to paragraph 2 of 
AppendixB: 
Eliminate the enfue paragraph - which would discontinue de1'lful 
insurance 
Tbe Employer proposes fhe follov.P..ng changes to paragraph 3 of 
AppendixB: 
ii!immate the entire paragraph - wl:akh wouid dl.s(ontinue opftkal 
insurance 

The Employer's position wifh respect to premium shru:ing is that the employee be 

responsible for 30% of the monthly premirun beginrl.ing fiscal year 2013-14 and share 

equally wi.th the employer all annual premium increases. The Employer says every 

other City employee ls paying 30% of their healthcare costs a:n.O! vvith fhe savings to the 

employees associated with !he Total Health Care Plan, it is not lli"'!l.-eascnable or 
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financially burdensome for the employee to share 30% of the premium cost and share 

equally with the Employer the cost of any annual premium increases. 

Union Position 

The Union proposes the following changes (identified in bold) to paragraph 1 of 

AppendixB: 

"Medical fusurance: For full-time seniority employees only. To be 
generally comparable (as to coverage and benefits) as BCIBS Community 
Blue Plan #8, with a $10 I $40 drug co-pay. The City reserves the right to 
self-insure, and I or to change carriers. The parties agree to reopen 
negotiations in January 2014 regarding the medical plan design for the 
last year of the Collective Bargaining Agreement." 

The City will provide either the hard cap amount established by P.A. 
152 or 80% of the total annual costs for the agreed upon medical benefit 
plan. 

The City will pay $250.00 per month incentive to eligible employee(s) 
who elect to decline the City's medical plan. 

Employees will be able to re-enroll in the City's medical plan when the 
plan they are covered from another source and lose that coverage. When 
an employee makes a decision to re-enroll in the City's medical plan 
which is not caused by the loss of health insurance from another source, 
that employee cannot re-enroll until the next annual open enrolbnent 
period." 

The Union proposes the status quo with no changes to paragraphs 2 and 
3 of Appendix B. 

Effective date- the date of the Act 312 Award 

With respect to premium sharing, The Union's LOS would omit the following 

sentence from the current Appendix B language: "Premium increases in excess of 5% 

annually shall be shared equally by the employer and the employee." It would require 

the City to establish either the hard cap amount established by P.A. 152 or 80% of the 

annual costs for medical benefits. And it would establish a "opt out" provision to 

permit an employee to choose not to enroll in the Employer's healthcare plan and 

require the Employer to pay the Employee $250.00 per month if the employee chose not 

to participate in the healthcare plan. 

The history of premium sharing, from the Union's perspective, was addressed in 

the previous issue describing the Union's position on plan design. The Union says the 

Employer has already realized savings in healthcare costs through legislatively 

mandated premium sharing. The Union refers to (U-49) which shows that members of 
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this bargaining unit currently pay higher deductibles than their counterparts in any of 

the other external comparable communities and none of the comparable communities 

require employee premium sharing above 20%. The Union notes that (U-50) reveals that 

five of the six comparable communities provide an employee the option to "opt out" of 

coverage and each of those provide for some level of payment to the employee who 

chooses to opt out. The Union says, given the history of the Employer's overcharging 

employees for their premium share and history of not providing or providing 

conflicting figures on healthcare costs, the Employer cannot be trusted to accurately 

determine the premium sharing amounts. The Union says there is insufficient evidence 

to adopt the City's proposal and ample evidence to adopt the Union's proposal. 

Discussion and Findings 

Discussion 

The Impartial Arbitrator and Panel majority favors the Employer's LBO. The 

Impartial Arbitrator has weighed the positives and negatives of each LBO and 

recognizes that there are positives and negatives in each but has concluded that the 

Employer's LBO is the better course to follow. 

The Union's proposal to add a provision to permit an employee to "opt out" or 

decline the City's medical plan is not unreasonable and is supported by the external 

comparables. (J-3-9). And the external comparables tend to support the 20% employee 

share of the annual premium (U-49). But the Union's proposal would also omit the 

current provision that premium increases in excess of 5% annually be shared equally by 

the employer and employee. This would place a greater financial burden on the 

Employer and might diminish the incentive for cost containment on the part of 

employees. The Union's proposal for an Employer contrib\ltion to an employee who 

chooses to decline the City's medial plan also appears quite high when compared to 

those of comparable communities. Exhibit (U-50) identifies only one comparable 

community whose Employer annual contribution would exceed the $3000.00 proposed 

by the Union. That would be Melvindale at $3,500.00 and perhaps one other, 

Hamtramack, that would provide 50% of premium. 

The Employer's proposal relative to premium sharing, while somewhat 

exceeding what the comparable communities' appear to be requiring of employee's, is 

not unreasonable given the current financial situation faced by the City. And the result, 

at least for the period of this CBA, given the decision on the healthcare plan, should be 

that it reduces the actual cost and percentage of premium sharing currently being paid 
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by employees. Record evidence shows the employees are currently paying about 49.7% 

of the premium cost on a premium that is significantly higher than the premium 

required under the Total Health Care plan. The Employer's proposal would require 

employees to pay 30% of the premium and share equally with the employer all annual 

premium increases. Calculations based on exhibits in the record, i.e. (U-41)(U-43) 

indicate the employees would pay significantly less for insurance under the Employer's 

proposal than they are currently paying. And just as importantly, in the short and long 

term, the Employer would be paying less also. 

A review of the Act 312, section 9 factors reveals that (d)(i), comparing the 

external comparables favors the Union position in that there is no evidence that any of 

the CBA's from the comparable communities currently appear to require employees to 

share more than 20% of the cost of the premium or the hard cap amount established by 

P.A. 152 and Melvendale specifies that the share will be 20% (J-7). There was no 

evidence presented on the internal comparables other than the expired CBA for the 

police employees (J-2). However factors 9(a), ability to pay and 9(2) favor the 

Employer's LOS. Considering what appears to be a financial benefit to both parties, and 

the Employer's need to reduce its costs to enable it to maintain its balanced operating 

budget and meet its long term financial obligations, the extent of weight given the 9(a) 

and 9(2) factors on this issue result in support for the Employer's LOS. 

It is noted that the Employer's proposal specifies that the 30% premium co

sharing would take effect at the beginning of the 2013-14 fiscal year and the employee shall 

additionally share equally with the employer all annual premium increases. As noted in 

the previous issue of healthcare plan design, the effective date should be as soon as 

practicable following the date of the Award but not later than January 1, 2014. Given 

that the effective date for the implementation of the 30% premium is July 1, 2013, which 

is the beginning of the 2013-14 fiscal year, it is my opinion that it should be in both 

parties' interest to work together so that implementation of the Total Health Care plan 

could take effect prior to or simultaneous with the time the employee 30% premium 

sharing takes effect. I also interpret the Employer's LOS as requiring the employee share 

equally all annual premium increases that take effect after July 1, 2013. So if the Total 

Health Care Plan could be implemented prior to or simultaneous with the July 1, 2013 

implementation of the premium sharing, the employee annual premium increase 

sharing would apply to any annual increases from the insurer after the rate established 

at the time of implementation. 
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!'lou!!~ !I$ 

Takmg aH of these fad:J1lrs into col:!Siderafili'ln, the P.mcl finds lli<e Employer's 
.last offer of settle:ment (LOSI on tlw issue of Medica.l fusUJl'ollM~e - Pren:rimn Sha.<ing, 
mon~ newr1y complies with the applicable fadors p~resa:ribed in secfioo 9, Therefore, 
the Employer's Iangv.tage contained in its LOS v.riU be incorpm-at"d in a revised 
AppemOIJX E in the CBA. 

Effective Date: July:' 2013 ~ 

Employer: Agree ::-tU Dlsagree. __ -c----:---

Dlsagree -~·· Union-: 

li:mpl®y<!lw Jil'o~iil®k! 

The Employer proposes to Amend Article 23.4, which s!ates: " Retirement health 

care coverage will be paid by t.'te City of Highland Park upon retirement of an active 

employee covered ll.!>.der this agreement as follows" and identifies t.'le fo!lm"ling vesting 

schedule: 

Veslli<g Sci1edule: 
Length of 

Service 
0-10years 

11-14 years 

15-17 yeru·s 

hM 
1 
18·20 years 

21-24 years 

25-26years 

27-29years 

30ormore 

City's Premiusn Cove.rage 

1 No eligibility for post-retirement health care 

50:ro Employee (single person! coverage 

160% Employee {single person} coverage l 
I 70% Employee (single person) coverage ' 

80% Employee (single person) coverage 

90% Employee (sucgle person) coverage 

95% Employee (single person) coverage 

· 100% Employee (sillgle person) coverage 

The Employer proposes to amend the line 18•20 le11gth of service .li."le to 18+ and 

to delete lines 21-:24, 25-26, 27-29, 30 or more length of ser1!ice and City's prernium 

coverage lines. So the Employer's proposal would limit the Employer 's percentage of 

payment fur a retiree choosing to be covered under the lL'Uployex's healthcare plan to 

no more than 70% of sing!e .coverage cost. 

The Employer did not present specific exhibits or testimony on this issue, Nor 

did it address this issue specifically in its post hea;cing brief other ft'<art to indicate l:t 
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proposed its issues for reductions in costs due to its current and projected future 

financial constraints. 

Union Position 

The Union's last offer of settlement proposes the status quo with no changes to 

the language. The Union's position is that the panel lacks a basis to rule for the City 

because of the City's failure to provide sufficient evidence upon which to rule. The 

Union says the panel has no documentation to determine what the cost saving would be 

to the City. The Union also points out that five of the external comparable communities 

provide full family medical insurance after 25 years of service (J-3-8) and the only 

internal comparable in evidence is the police officers CBA, which contains the same 

language as the current CBA for firefighters (J-2). 

Discussion and Findings 

Discussion 

The Impartial Arbitrator and Panel majority favors the Union's LBO. A review of 

Joint exhibits containing the comparable communities CBA's, (J-3) through (J-8), on this 

issue reveal that nearly all of the comparable communities provide financial assistance 

to pay for retiree healthcare coverage and the amount of the Employer payment is not 

determined by the length of service the employee obtained before retirement. Hazel 

Park does pay a percentage of health care costs based on the number of years of service 

but it pays 75% of the costs for retirees who have 20-24 years of service and 100% of the 

cost for retirees who have 25 or over years of service. (J-5). 

Additionally, the Employer's proposal unclear whether it would apply to all 

current retirees as well as those currently employed. It is questionable whether it could 

apply to all current retirees. Exhibit (C-34), the CAFR for fiscal year ending June 30, 

2012 provides some information on the number of retirees. It notes that the public safety 

retirement plan consists of 51 retirees and beneficiaries, 16 active employees and 4 

inactive participants. There is no evidence to indicate how many currel).t firefighter 

retirees this proposal would apply to. There was testimony that there are at least four 

current employees with 20 or more years of service who would be impacted by this 

proposal upon retirement (Tr 3, pg 236). While it is logical that the Employer seeks to 

reduce costs not only for the present but for the future, there is also a need to recognize 

that many current retirees have been relying upon the current level of Employer 

payment for health insurance and it is unknown how many current retirees this would 

apply to and what impact this proposal would have on them. Similarly, it could have 
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some impact on the current employees who have +nore L'lan 20 years seniority decisions 

on whet! to retire. Th\lse, along with evidence esfunating the cost savings to the 

Employer are all tmk.Tlown .factors wl'lich record evidence did not pennit the panel to 

assess. Due to the lack of record evidence presented, the Impartial arbitrat-or finds it 

difficult to adequately weigh and assess the Act 312, section 9 factors. Those factors 

where there is evidence, i.e. Section 9(1)(d) and. (e) do not support the Employer's LOS. 

fi!l!i'li!l~$ 

Taking all of 'lhese factoro info consideration, 'lhe Panel finds fue Union's h1st 
offer u.f seillement (LOS) on 'lhe issue of Retiree Medical more nearly rompHes >tri'lh 
fue applicable facto:ts preacrllied !n sed:it()!l 9. Therefore, mere wm be n.:~ dmnge m 
ti.te language m Ai'iicle 23.4. 

Employer: Agree. 

Union: Agree .k.,~ 
Disagree~. _·-£-"-,V.,;...L¥;.._' _~_ 
Disagree~--------

!5s~~e ~ t - (D>.rt <'~, .li!l!l"''ol'H ~)l!ent"U ~~~@ H'r"!l""m !EmiF'i"l."'r ii>ffl~®(Oa!j 

ll'm!!i"lrer !"®~i~iow 

The Employer proposes the following changes to paragraph 2 of Appendix B: 

Eliminate the entire pm£:raph. Paragraph 2 currently states: 

"Dental Ln.sunmce: For full- time saniority employees only. To be 
generally comparable {as to coverage and benefits) as BC/BS option #1, 
wit.'-! Type 1 benefits. at 100 %, and Type li <>nd Type TII benefits. at 50%, to 
a $600 ;mnual maxim:um, L'lcraasing to $800 annual maximum effective 
January 1.. 2005. The City reserves the right to relf-inB"e~re, rmd I or to 
change carriers. Premium increases in excess of 5% annually shall be 
shared equally by the employer .and the em.ployee.'' 

The Employer did not present specific exhibits or testimony on tl>.is issue. Nor 

did it address this issue spedfkally in its post hearing brief other than to indicate it 

proposed its issues for :reductions in costs due to i1:s current and projected future 

financial constraints~ 

illl'lio~ l"ooith!il 

The Union proJ:-X'iSes t.l-te statt!S quo with no changes to paragraph 2 of Appendix 

B. The Uvion's position is that the panell<~cks a basis to mle fm the Cit<; because of the 

City's failure to provide sufficient evidence upon which to mle. The Union says the 

panel has no documentalion to deterw.i.n.e what the cost saving would be to the City. 

The Union also points out that the external comparable con:unvnities CBA's indicate 

that every romparable co:mnnmlty provides dentPJ insurance as a healthcare benefit to 
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its employees (J-3-8). It also notes that the only interrtal. comparable ente;red lnto the 

record, the police CB~ contained the same provision for dental insurance as provided 

in the current firefighter CBA (J-2). The Union says the panel shou!d reject the Cit-y's 

proposal and adopt Lhe Union's pmpoaal. 

Wl$twsi®!llliliil findil!\lS 

!:1Jimtos$ltm 

The Impartial Arbitrator ;md Panel majority favors the Union's LBO. A revie1N of 

Joint exhibits conita:ini:ng the compatab.le comxrnL11i.ties' CBA's, G-3) through (J-8}, on this 

issue reveal they all provide some form of dental insurance. Also, there was no 

evidence presented that indicated other employees of the Employer were nm provided 

employer paid dental insurance, It is noted that the cu.rren.t CBA language permits the 

e..rnployer to change carriers if it chooses so if 'ihe Employer found t.hat it was =re 

econon'lkal. to incorporate dental :insurance to be more compatible with the Tote] Heal~~ 

Care plan it could do so, provided it "''as generally compa.rable to the current coverage. 

There was not record evidertce indicating L">e cost sav'..ngs associated 1Nith this specifi.;: 

proposal. 

Due to the Iack of record evidence presented, the impartial arbitrator finds it 

difficult to adequately weigh and assess the Act 312, section 9 factors. 'Ihose factors 

where there is evidence, i.e. Section 9(1)(d} and (e) do not support t.he Employer's LOS . 

• i!!ili!l~ 

Taking aU of these factors L"lto conside~ailion, the PllJ!'AeJ! finds fue Ur;ion's last 
offe~ of settlement !LOS} on the issue of ApJ""-"OOx B - Dental Care Program mare 
nearly complies wifu the applicable faeil:ors prescribed in Sedim~ 9. Therefore, fuere 
will he no change in the lMgnage in I'aragJ.'ilpb Z of Append:i),; R 

Employ<.'!:': Agree~----..,-----

Union: Agree ~ .£ ... -'~~ .::- -
}-~ 

Disagree. ________ _ 

!~®!!« ·1 :1: - M :!:il, t!pi»i!lMIR iii) ~ ,;,..~ fi'<®@WIWH! [ilm~!<'!y<r.r P<l!ffl<~mmj 

!!m!iliilll!lllr h!!iltiiln 

The Emptoyerproposes the following changes to paragraph 3 of AppendL'C B: 

Eliminate the entire paragraph. Parag-raph 3 cur.r,'.mUy states: 

#Optical 1tsuranc~: Fox fu.ll--time serrlority emtilayees onl:f· To be 
gen. -erally comparable (as to coverage and benefits) as BC/BS VSP Vision 
Plan "B" with bi-ammal examinations, .&·ames, and lenses. The City 
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reserves the right to self-insure, and/ or to change carriers." 

The Employer did not present specific exhibits or testimony on this issue. Nor 

did it address this issue specifically in its post hearing brief other than to indicate it 

proposed its issues for reductions in costs due to its current and projected future 

financial constraints. It is noted that there was record testimony from Employer witness 

Modi that vision was embedded into the Total Health Care program (Tr. 4, pg 44). 

Union Position 

The Union proposes the status quo with no changes to paragraph 3 of Appendix 

B. The Union's position is that the panel lacks a basis to rule for the City because of the 

City's failure to provide sufficient evidence upon which to rule. The Union says the 

panel has no documentation to determine what the cost savings would be to the City. 

The Union also points out that at least four of the six external comparable communities 

provide optical insurance for their employees (J-3-9). It also notes that the only internal 

comparable entered into the record, the police CBA, contained the same provision for 

optical insurance as provided in the current firefighter CBA (J-2). The Union says the 

panel should reject the City's proposal and adopt the Union's proposal. 

Discussion and Findings 

Discussion 

The Impartial Arbitrator and Panel majority favors the Union's LBO. A review 

of Joint exhibits containing the comparable communities' CBA's, (J-3) through (J-8), on 

this issue reveal that four of the six comparable communities provide some form of 

Employer contribution to optical insurance. Also, there was no evidence presented that 

indicated other employees of the Employer were not provided employer paid optical 

insurance. As noted above, there was also record testimony that the Employer's 

proposed Total Health Care plan, adopted by this panel, had vision as a part of that 

plan and therefore there would be little if any cost savings by omitting vision from 

health care coverage. Also, there was no specific evidence presented to demonstrate 

what cost savings would result from the Employer's proposal. 

Due to the lack of record evidence presented, the impartial arbitrator finds it 

difficult to adequately weigh and assess the Act 312, section 9 factors. Those factors 

where there is evidence, i.e. Section 9(1)(d) and (e) do not support the Employer's LOS. 
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~irl¢Jiill!jl~ 

Taking all of these fadms into oonsideranoo, the Pal'l.el finds i:he Umon's last 
offer of settlement (LOS) on the issue of Appendix B - Eye 04--e Program. m;m:e 
nearly complies with the applkab1e fa~rors pr~cribed m sedion 9. The:refo~e, tho&e 
will be no cl1ange in the language in Paragraph S of Appendix B. 

Disagree. _______ _ 

Disagxee, ________ _ 

ills11e 13- [l<iiit 1!1.1, !\g.lpeii!<illl! il} lilla~f'il~ @1.i!U? ~o @IO,lilh13-i'l!l11 S~Be Sit~<F. iilt!'®llses fiJ!!i®R 

i'!'®p!lsa!J 

IJRiOI! !"®Sit~ 

Tht;; Union proposes a change in the dollac, <'.mounts in the wage steps contained 

in the CBA effective on the date ofthe Ad 312 Award as foilows: 

7/1/201'1. 

Start - $28,000.00 

1 Yea:r $30,000.00 

2Years ' $32,000.00 

3 Years $36,000.00 

t::Yeac,s $40,000.00 
-

n 
.. 

Sergeant I $4ti,OOO.OO 

Lieutenant ' $50,000.00 

The position classifications and dollar amounts in the current CBA are: 

Fire."i>Ihter 
F'rre Engine Officer 
Se:rgeaut 
Lieutenant 
Captain 

$28,000.00 
$40,000.00 
$46,000.00 
$48,000.00 
$55,000.00 

Union witness Loftis testified in support oi t.'te Union's position and offered 

exJu'bits U-13 through 20). These exhibits are a compilation of data from the exrernal 

compar$ble commur>Jry CBA's comparing Highland Park F'..refighter wa~.s at the top 

step to t,_~ose of firefighters and for Sergeant, Lieutenant and Captain in the comparabl>' 

comnu.wities. They also prwrde a comparison of th;;, pattern of wages and increases o-r 

deceases in wages for each of those-positions in the comparable cormnumties for the 

period 01/01/07 to 07/01/14. JVrt. Loftis testlfied that these exhibits dJ.onstrate that 
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Highland Park firefighters are the lowest paid among all of the comparable 

communities. For example (U-14) shows that the average annual wage of a firefighter 

at the top level within the comparable communities in January 2012 was $49,240.00 

compared to $28,000.00 for Highland Park Firefighters. The average annual wage for 

Sergeant among the comparable communities in January 2012 was $56,088.00 compared . 

to $46,000.00 for Highland Park Sergeants (U-18), and the average annual wage for 

Lieutenant among the comparable communities in January 2012 was $60,439.00 

compared to $48,000.00 for Highland Park Lieutenants (U-18). 

Mr. Loftis testified that all of the comparable communities have step increases for 

firefighters whereas Highland Park currently has the one starting level of $28,000.00 

and it stays at that level until the firefighter is promoted to a higher position (Tr. 1, pg 

34,35). He noted that prior to the current CBA the firefighters had a step increase 

schedule but as a result of the current agreement, when the City was under the financial 

manager, the Union agreed to take reductions in pay and the single level of $28,000.00 

for firefighter was agreed to at that time. He noted that Appendix A in (J-1), which is 

the current CBA, contains the wages that were in effect prior to the current CBA (TR 1, 

pg 40). It shows that previously there was step increases for firefighter positions and a 

four year firefighter would have taken a $12,000.00 pay reduction at that time. 

The Union's LOS proposes to re-institute the step increases for the firefighter 

position during the first four years and increase the annual wages for Sergeant and 

Lieutenant by $2,000.00. Mr. Loftis testified that the Employer and Union have had 

ongoing disputes involving the Fire Engine Officer position. He stated the Union's 

proposal would eliminate the fire engine officer position and just have a wage for a four 

year step (Tr. 1, pg 37). He indicated that the current rate for the Fire Engine Officer 

position was $40,000.00 but this has been an ongoing issue and the Union was trying to 

avoid further grievances and litigation on when people should be considered an FEO. 

He said the Union proposal is to eliminate the position but pay the four-year firefighter, 

who would be doing at that point in time, the FEO duties, the $40,000.00 (Tr 2, pg 31). 

He noted that if the Union proposal were adopted, four of the current firefighters 

would be at the top step. There are three other officers who were hired in the last six to 

eight months and once they reached a year seniority they would receive an increase (Tr 

2, pgs 33,34). 

In its post hearing brief the Union acknowledges that the Employer's financial 

condition has been precarious but says recently the City has made positive financial 

strides as evidenced by its most recent general fund balances. It notes that some of 
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these financial strides can be attributed to the wage and benefit sacrifices the firefighters 

have taken. It notes that the Cities of Ecorse and Hamtramack have also had their 

financial troubles and been under the authority of a financial manager, but their 

firefighter wages are higher than Highland Park. Referring to the elimination of the 

FEO position, the Union says under the current CBA firefighters start at the $28,000.00 

and do not receive another wage increase until they start performing the functions of a 

FEO and have 4 years of seniority. The Union filed a grievance regarding firefighters 

performing duties of an FEO but not receiving additional compensation. The Union 

says the Arbitrator ordered that firefighters with less than 4 years seniority would 

receive FEO wages for all time they spend performing FEO duties and also indicated 

that firefighters should receive FEO wages when they reach the 4 year seniority step. 

The Union says several firefighters have since reached the 4 year seniority level but the 

City has so far refused to properly compensate those firefighters. The Union says if the 

panel awards the Union's proposal the matter would be clear and the FEO position 

would be eliminated. 

The Union also refers to (J-2), which is the current Highland Park police officers 

CBA and points out that the base wage for a police officer is currently $30,000.00 

compared to the firefighter at $28,000.00. The base wage for police sergeant and 

firefighter are the same, at $46,000.00 and the base wage for police Lieutenant is 

$55,000.00 compared to Firefighter Lieutenant at $48,000.00. The Union points out that 

the police-firefighter wage comparisons are based on a 40 hour work week for police 

and a 53 hour work week for firefighters. The Union also notes that (U-45) indicates that 

the Consumer Price Index has increased 18.10% since 2007 and members of this 

bargaining unit have received no wage increases over that time period. Exhibit (U-43) 

was presented which is the earnings statement of firefighter Stuart Jackson for the pay 

period ending 07/08/2012. It shows that Mr. Jackson's gross annual pay, not counting 

overtime, is about $46,000.00 (about $16.70 per hour for a 53 hour work week), but 

after deductions, the net annual pay, not counting overtime, is approximately 

$24,000.00 (about $8.70 per hour for a 53 hour work week). 

The Union says its LOS is supported by the external comparables and the 

members of this bargaining unit would still be the lowest paid firefighters among the 

comparable communities even if the panel awards the Union's LOS and its other wage 

proposals. The Union says there is ample evidence to support this proposal and its 

other wage proposals for each year. 
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Employer Position 

The Employer proposes the status quo with no changes to Appendix A 

In its post hearing brief the Employer points out that the City has been and 

continues to be in a financial position that has limited its ability to give wage increases 

since 2007. The Employer other City employees, exclusive of police, have recently, 

within the past year, taken wage reductions and, have had longevity pay and dental 

benefits eliminated and began paying 30% of their healthcare costs. The City points out 

that it's LOS is not to seek wage reductions from members of this bargaining unit but to 

have wages remain at their current rate to allow the City more time to develop a long 

term plan to address its dire financial situation. 

The Employer points out that the current staff of the fire department consists of 7 

firefighters, 3 sergeants and 2 Lieutenants. Currently 3 firefighters have less than 1 year 

seniority but under the Union's proposal they would have a armual wage increase of 

$2,000.00 when they reached one year seniority and another $2,000.00 the following 

year. Four firefighters have 4 or more years seniority so they would each receive an 

armual increase of $12,000.00; three Sergeants and two Lieutenants would each receive 

an increase of $2,000.00. This would increase the armual cost to the City of 

approximately $60,000.00, not counting any overtime that might be worked by these 

members. Those wage levels would all be increased by another 2% each of the 

remaining two years of the CBA if the panel were to grant those wage increases. 

With respect to internal comparables, the Employer says other employees, with 

the exception of police, make far less than firefighters and have had no recent increases 

in pay and, in some cases, wage or benefit reductions. It refers to (C-29) as evidence that 

in fiscal years 2007 and 2008 the overall wages, including overtime, for full time 

firefighters actually increased each year and it was not until FY 2010, 2011,2012 that 

overall wages began to decline. The Employer says the City did not begin to realize 

savings until recently when it began to reduce overtime and bring expenditures within 

budget. The City says the Union's proposal does not recognize that employee sacrifices 

have to be equal or at least shared to some degree. 

Discussion and Findings 

Discussion 

The Impartial Arbitrator and Panel majority favors the Employer's LBO. There 

is no doubt, based on the record evidence, that several of the Act 312, Section 9 factors 

support the Union's proposal. Factor 9(1)(d), the wages of the firefighters in the external 
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comparable communities reveal that the wages of Highland Park firefighters are lower 

than those of their counterparts in other communities. Factor 9(1)(e), the average CPI, 

reveals that wages for members of this bargaining unit have fallen 18.10% compared to 

the cost of living since the last wage adjustment. And it is clear that members of this 

bargaining unit took significant wage decreases in the last CBA to assist the Employer 

in confronting its financial circumstance at that time and enable it to move from a 

financial manager operation to a self governance position. 

But there are also other Section 9 factors that must be considered when 

attempting to balance the interests and welfare of the public with those of the 

employees and the employer. Section 9(1)(a) requires consideration of the ability of the 

unit of government to pay, the financial impact on the community, and all liabilities, 

whether or not they appear on the balance sheet. And 9(2) requires the panel to give 

financial ability to pay the most significance if supported by competent, material and 

substantial evidence. These factors tend to favor the Employer's position. Also, 

consideration of factor 9(1)(e), comparison of internal comparables, demonstrates the 

wages and benefits of other employees of Highland Park have remained the same or 

been reduced to attempt to address the City's financial situation. And the current wages 

for Sergeant and Lieutenant positions are not that different from those of Highland Park 

Police staff. 

Weighing these interests is not easy nor is it a precise science. Other Arbitrators 

have, I think, characterized it correctly as the "art of the possible." Based on the facts in 

this case, I find it possible to support the Union's position on the two percent across the 

board increases for the fiscal years beginning July 1, 2013 and 2014, but not practical or 

possible to support the Union's proposed revisions in the step increases effective the 

date of this order. Evidence indicates the cost of granting the Union's proposal on this 

issue would likely increase the Employer's annual wage costs immediately by about 

$60,000.00. And the 2% increases following that increase would only add to that cost. 

The impact of this increase, short term and long term, would further impact the City's 

attempts to address its long term financial obligations and operational expenses. 

On the other hand, I do believe a balancing of the interests justifies panel 

approval of the Union's position to establish a 2 % increase for all steps in the CBA on 

July 1, 2013 and July 1, 2014. Based on current staffing and the evidence provided in 

this hearing, the estimated additional cost to the City of awarding those increases is 

approximately a little over $6,000.00 each of those years. I believe the City can 

accommodate that increase without jeopardizing its goals for achieving better financial 
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stability. City exhibit (C-29) demonstrates that the City has been able to reduce overall 

costs in firefighter compensation over the past three years, particularly in overtime, and 

with the recent hiring of three additional firefighters overtime costs may be able to be 

reduced even further. Given the increase in CPI and considering the external 

comparables, it is apparent that granting these 2% increases will still not result in wages 

for members of this bargaining unit comparable to those in other communities. But the 

economic data, discussed in the ability to pay section of this Opinion and Order, 

demonstrates that Highland Park's financial status and its citizens ability to support 

more cost is also among the lowest among the comparable communities ( Attachment 

A of the Interim Order). I believe the panel's decisions on wages, including on this issue 

and the following two issues, is supported by record evidence and a result of the proper 

balancing of the interests and factors listed in Section 9 of Act 312. 

There is also one other clarification that may be helpful to the parties on the 

issue of wages. The Union presented testimony and commented in its post hearing 

brief on the parties' disagreements and Grievance Arbitration findings relating to the 

payment for the Fire Engine Officer (FEO) position. It is unclear on this record what the 

current payment policy is as a result of the Grievance Arbitration Award and perhaps it 

is still being disputed by the parties and would need clarification after this Award is 

issued. But what is clear from this Award is that the FEO position remains in the 

classification and pay schedule in Appendix A. Based on record testimony in this 

proceeding, it would appear that the Grievance Arbitration Award requires payment 

for FEO work when a firefighter, regardless of years of service, is performing FEO 

responsibilities. On the other hand, there was testimony that firefighters need to 

gradually work into the position and with gradual increased experience, over time can 

then perform the responsibility full time. The question is, when does that employee 

achieve the level of competency to be considered a full time FEO and be paid the annual 

base rate of $40,000.00? It may be possible for the parties to consider that point being 

when the individual is regularly performing those functions more than 50% of the time 

or when the individual's pro-rata pay plus his regular base pay equals or exceeds 

$40,000.00. These comments are only intended to recognize that this Opinion and 

Order did not address this matter directly but recognizes that it may still be a matter 

that the parties may need to address and encourage them to do so in a cooperative, 

collaborative way. 
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i'irn!illg$ 

Taking all of ~hese factors :into consideration, the Panel &ds the Employer's 
last offe~ of aelf!ement (LOS) on fue issue of 1AYages n7.01.12 to 06.30.13'- Appendix A
Pay Scale §rep Increases - more neady ccmplies wifu fue applicable fadv&·s 
presailied in eec!:ion 9. The<•e:fore, there ·will be no clll.ange m tl;e employee positions 
listing o:r pay s.::al.es in AppendL"'<: A. 

Employer: Agree._/ _ _,}._V~.::....k"'-
0 

__ _ 

Union: Agree ________________ _ 

Disag-ree ____ "'"-=:-------

Disagree~;-~ 

N$s!!l~ '14- {Alii a1.1, Jl~~~i'lliiix AJ 'iflaSJ®~ Wil .®i. ~ ::ll - ill>-3®. ~ 4· [~•;i®r. ~""'il'""lli] 

llolim•r> l'®$itie!ll 

The Union proposes a 2% :increase for all steps contained in t.'le CBA. 

The discussion addressing the Union's position on this issue is substantially the 

same as t..he discussion of the Union's position on issue 13 and 1'1ill not be repeated here. 

ll'ml!l"'wer .f®$iti,;~a 

The Employer proposes t.l-te status quo with no changes to Appendix A. 

The discussion addressing the Employer's position 011 lhis issue ls substantially 

the same as the discussion of the Employer's position on issue 13 and will. not be 

repeated. he:re. 

ilil$t!IID•It~!i u® !'iiidi~!!l~ 

Dis<uwa 

The discussion addressin.g the Union and Employer position on this issue is 

substantially !he same as the disrussion on issue 13 and Will not be repeated here. 

i'ind!n!!ili 

Taking all of l:l.1tese factors into consideratim.u, fue lPanel finds the Umon's las< 
offell' of settlement (LOS} on fue issue of (Art 27"1, Appendix A} Wages 0'7.01o13 • 
06.30.14 more nearly complies with fue applicable fadoa"S p~escribed in section 9. 
Therefore Appendix A will be revise& fo include a 2% increase for aH s~eps con~a:ined 
mtheCBA. 

Effective Dal:e: ]my 1, 2013. 

Employer; Agree'--.,-. _______ _ 

....,/ ~~ 
Ag-ree .&-Jp-UrJon.: 
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Issue 1~- (.il.!'l! 27.1, Ji!!l!$11ili!Lilj lii!'<Jl$!®s 117.tlU4- ".3«1. ~!i [l!!!i®liljlr®I!IOO~<I] 

llniolll"owitm~ 

The Union proposes a 2% :increase for t>Jl steps contained :in the CBA. 

The discussion addressing fue Union's position on this issue is substantially the 

same as the discussion of the Union's position on issue 13 and will not be repeated here. 

Ei!!9l"w®r l'osltillli 

The Employer proposes fue status quo with no changes to Appendix A 

The discussion addressing the Employer's. position on !:his :issue :is substantially 

the same as the discussion of t.he Employer"s position on issue 13 and will not be 

repeated here. 

!)iW<:~Slli®lii and !l'im.lil>f,!S 

illo€llill®iD!l 

The discussion addressing fue Union a.""ld Employer position on this issue is 

substantially the same 01s the discussion on issue 13 and will not be repeated here. 

/l'!~tolli!!\IS 

'rekLng aU of i·hese factom into oonshleration, the Panel £ID.ds the Union's last 
©ffer o£ settlement (lOS) on me issue of (Art 27.1, Appendix A) Wages ll7.iJ1.14 -
36.31!.15 more nelilrly complies with the applicabile fadolt§· presmbed m. s~ctiun 9. 
Therefore Appendix A will be •·ev:lsed to include a 2% increase for aU steps wultained 
ilill !:he CBA • 

Effective Dat~: July 1, 2014. 

Employer: Agree·-------~ Disagree __ ~_·'--"~'-----
Union: Agree ~,~· Disagree~--------

H:Dil~r ii'osltlioo 

The Employer proposes !he employees' accrued benefit be reduced from the 

cmrent "2.!5% x average salary x total service" to "2.25% x Average Salary x Total 

Service." The ma...."imum accrued benefit and deJlnition of Average Salary to remain 

unchanged" [The Employer's LOS {J-12) indicated a c.hange t{) 2.1% of average salary 

but was corrected during the hearing to 2.25% (Tr. 4, pg97)]. 

The City, in its post hearing brief, hdicates it ma.lces this proposal because the 

City's financial future remains uncertain and a.ny .;;ffo:rts io save costs must be taken in 

otder for the City to remain viable. It notes t-hat City 'Witness Lefler testified t.lc,at 
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anytime a multiplier is lower the Employer's unfunded liability would be reduced. The 

lower the multiplier, the lower the obligation going forward (Tr 3, pg 203). The 

Employer says reducing the multiplier helps reduce its unfunded liability, which makes 

it look better in the eyes of the creditors. 

Union Position 

The Union proposes the status quo with no changes to the pension benefit 

multiplier. In its post hearing brief the Union asserts that the Employer's proposal is 

defective because there is a statutory requirement that a supplemental actuarial 

valuation be completed before adoption of pension benefit changes. The Union sites 

MCL 38.1140h, which states in part: 

"The supplemental actuarial analysis shall be provided by the 
system's actuary and shall include an analysis of the long-term costs 
associated with any proposed pension benefit change. The supplemental 
actuarial analysis shall be provided to the board of the particular system 
and to the decision making body that will approve the proposed pension 
benefit change at least 7 days before the proposed pension benefit change 
is adopted. For purposes of this subsection, "proposed pension benefit 
change" means a proposal to change the amount of pension benefits 
received by persons entitled to pension benefits under a system." 

The Union says the Employer failed to provide a supplemental actuarial 

evaluation to the panel during the hearing and deprives the panel from determining 

what effect a change in the multiplier would have on the pension system. 

The Union also notes that only 5 members of the bargaining unit are eligible for 

the defined benefit pension and refers to the June 2012 CAFR which indicates the public 

safety retirement plan which includes 5 members of this bargaining unit is 65.8 % 
funded which the Union says is an acceptable amount (C-34, pg 48). The Union also 

points out that four of the external comparable communities have higher pension 

multipliers than Highland Park and 2 have the same multiplier. The Union says the 

panel should reject the Employer's LOS on this issue. 

Discussion and Findings 

Discussion 

It has been difficult to assess the implications of the Employer's proposal on this 

issue based on record evidence. Exhibit (C-34), the CAFR for fiscal year ending June 30, 

2012 provides some information. It notes that the public safety retirement plan consists 

of 51 retirees and beneficiaries, 16 active employees and 4 inactive participants. It 

shows the net pension obligations increasing for the period 2010 to 2012 and the City's 

annual cost of $364,637 for the plans was less than the City's required contribution of 
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$380,116 (C-34, pgs 46,47). A review of comparable community CBA's reveal that all 

comparable community employer CBA's where multipliers are identified are 2.5% or 

higher. It appears Ecorse was 2.35% but by court order in 1988 raised to 2.5%. 

Also, noteworthy is City witness Lefler's response to a question of whether 

lowering the multiplier has a positive effect on creditors considering investing with the 

City. He stated: "It depends on how much they have funded. Each time it's a separate 

analysis by each local unit of government. It's hard to do a comparison" (Tr 3, pg 203). 

The Impartial Arbitrator and Panel rriajority favor the Union's LBO. A review of 

Joint exhibits containing the comparable communities' CBA's, (J-3) through (J-9), on this 

issue do not support the Employer's proposal. There was no evidence presented 

involving internal comparables in support of the Employer's proposal other than the 

overall economic evidence on ability to pay. It is recognized that over the long term the 

reduction in the multiplier is likely to have some positive impact on the Employer's 

long term liabilities. But there is little evidence that this change would have a 

significant impact on the City's abilities to manage its finances or obtain loans during 

the course of this agreement. As the Employer's witness stated, it's hard to know 

without a separate analysis of the particular unit of government situation. Perhaps 

prior to the expiration of the new CBA the City would be able to obtain a supplemental 

actuarial analysis to demonstrate to the Union what the long term costs or savings of 

the proposed change would be and what impact it would have on the amount of 

benefits received by persons entitled to pension benefits under the system. 

There is also record evidence that the City has issued bonds to fund its defined 

benefit pension obligations and the current financial agreements to secure borrowing to 

pay the bond obligations requires a separate tax millage levied to meet bond payment 

obligations. So currently the City has a means to fund the defined benefit pension 

obligations, whatever that obligation may be, without jeopardizing revenue for general 

operational expenses. For the above stated reasons, the Panel majority does not believe 

the Employer has provided sufficient evidence to enable the panel to make a decision in 

support of its proposal. 
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!'imJ!l!!lli!!IS 

Taldng all of ilieile fudors into oonside.rotion, tl<1e Panel finds the Union's last 
offer ®! setl:!emenf (10§) on the issue of .A."f 30.1) Pe-nsion System, reduction Jn 
multiplier m!Jre neal'!y complie~ vdth ihe applicable factors pl'ellcribed ill sedlon 9. 
Therefore, there wm be no change in fue pension mulliplieE. 

Employer: Agree ./fV~. 
Uhlon: Agree k ~ 

)I _,_; 

DlsagTee ________ _ 

Disagree ___ ~-----

ismm® ~ "! - (ilri 3@. 1) il"e~sioo ~ystlllm, empi®JYillf·I'IIJYmem i!®. <!efi!led {<i>!!*rillati®ill [~!ilOlly®! 

l'i'@!'@.li~l J 
E:mpl®lf'" fill>ili®w 

The Employer proposes to amend the last sente.'1ce of l\..rticle 3().1 whic..fl 

currently states: "For employees participating ln the City's Defined Contribullon Plan, 

the employee amtribution shall be 6% o£ sala:ry plus overtime and the City oontrll;>ution 

shall be 9% of salary plus overfune. The Employer proposes to emend the last sentence 

of Article 31.1. by changing the Cit-.r contribution from 9% to 6.25% of sal.aty plus 

overtime. 

The Employer did not present specific exhibits or !esthnony on this issue. It did 

not address this issue specifically in its post hearing brief other than to indicate it 

proposed itS" issues for reductions in costs due to its current and projeei:ed furure 

flna.>J.ctal constraints. 

IIIIi@@ li'<~SiQIJHI 

The Union proposes the status quo >Nlth no changes to Article 31.1 

The Union's position is that the panel lacks a basis to rule for the City because of 

the City's fafrttre to provide suffidant evidence upon whic.l-t to nile. The Union says the 

panel has no documentation to determine what the cost savings 1<VDU1d be to the CHy. 

Therefm;e the panel should reject the Employer's proposal. 

!liiM!,ssio~ au!! F!wlllni)!ll. 

!Jis~I!SSK®!Il 

There is some record evide;'1ce to estimate what the financial savings to the 

Employer would be if its LOS were to be avv-arded !:>y the panel. Exhibit (C-29) provides 

infm:mation on ihe total. «-Tlllttal payroll for full time firefighters for several. fiscal years. 

The most recent full fiscal year - FY 2012 - LTidkates totsl aru"lual payroll cost of salary 

plus overtime fur fu!I time :F...refighte..-s to be $564,735.00. Acceptance of the Employer's 

LOS ·would reduce t.'te Employex's a:ru.-mal contribution by 2.75% of salary plus overtime 
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(2.75% x $564,735.00 = $15,530.00). The Employer's estimated annual savings would be 

approximately $15,000.00. This would be an immediate cost savings for the next two 

fiscal years. Of course, it would also mean less money going into the individual 

firefighters pension account and ultimately less funds available upon retirement. How 

much less is difficult to estimate because it would be based on investment earnings 

variables. 

The only internal comparable evidence to draw upon is the police employees 

CBA (J·2) and it contains the exact same language as the current CBA for the 

firefighters, i.e: a 9 % contribution by the Employer. But, of course, that CBA expired 

06/30/10 and it is presumed that the parties are either in negotiations or an Act 312 

proceeding to achieve a successor CBA. A review of the CBA's of the comparable 

communities was difficult and it appears several do not have a defined contribution 

plan. Of the two that do have a defined contribution plan, the City of River Rouge pays 

9% and its employees pay 5% of gross wages and the City of Melvendale pays 7% and 

its employees pay 5% of base wages. 

Considering the Act 312, Section 9 factors the Impartial Arbitrator recognizes 

factors 9(1)(d) and (e) do not support the Employer's proposal but there is some 

evidence to indicate that the current Employer contribution rate is among the highest of 

the comparable communities. And on this issue, there is the opportunity for the 

Employer to realize immediate cost savings to assist it in addressing the immediate 

financial conditions if must address in order to secure continued financial support from 

potential lenders. Factors 9(1)(a) and 9(2) favor the Employer's proposal. Factor 9 ( i) 

requires the panel to consider other factors normally taken into consideration during 

voluntary collective bargaining between the parties. In this case, when considering the 

normal give and take that occurs through collective bargaining, it is quite likely that this 

is an issue that the Employer might demand be included in a balancing of the parties' 

interests, given the current financial situation it faces and in the context of other 

decisions made by the panel in this proceeding. On this issue, the impartial Arbitrator 

and the panel majority believe, after giving the unit of government's financial ability to 

pay the appropriate significance, and based on record evidence, the Employer's 

proposal should be awarded. 
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l'illlilings 

Taking all of these factors moo c!lnllideraiion, the P<me1 :finds fue Employe~'s 
Kast offer of settlement (LOS} on the issue of (A.."<t 30.1) Pensi.m1 Syst<;m, employer 
paynwnt to defined ~onmb'(!tion more nearly complies wifu fue applicable factors 
prescribed in section 9. Therefore Article 30.1 will be revised to include the langwge 
contained m fue Employer's LOS. 

iEffective Date: Upon issu<mce of thlis OpJ:mon and Order . 

./lU.--~ 
Employer: Agree. ____ _.,[?",__ __ Disagree. ________ _ 

Union; Agree. ________ _ Dlsag:ree ~-~-

!ss.ne j Iii -!Ani 30.1] i'en$l®@ Sy®tem, <i1fll•"il"' lli!!e! ~i!!mp!llil!l<l~lll> ~<~~~Miiltima (!i'impi®Jf<l" fi><®ii!«>5~!l 

i:imjjllllfe~ ~'®$m>lil 

The Employer proposes that accrued financial bene!iits be clllculated as t.'le 

average of the last three (3) years of compensation and s..hall rlot indude more than a 

total of 240 hours of paid leave. Overtime hours shall not be used in computing the 

· final average compensation for an employee. 

The Employer did not present specific exhibits or testimony on this issue. It did 

address it in ita post hem:ing brief, indicating that its proposal is one of the best practices 

put forth by Governor Snydet that ;'l'ilJ. make a community eligible for increased 

revenue sh<ning. The Employer says this is an opportu.nity for the City to avail Itself to 

increased reve.nue. 

~~~~~"~~ l'!i~itloo 

The Union proposes the status quo wii:h no ch<mges to Article 30 .1. 

Jn its post hearing brief t.'le Union makes t.he same argument it did in opposition 

to issue 16, i:he revision in the multiplier, asserting that the Employer's proposal is 

defective because there is a statutory requirement that a supplemental acmarial 

valuation be completed before adoption of pension benefit changes. The Union says the 

Employer failed to provide a suppleme.!ltal actuadal evaluation to the panel during Lne 

hearing and deprives the panei from determining what effect its proposal wovld have 

on fue pension system. It also says because the Employer failed to provide testi.1nony or 

ex..lUbits on the issue the panel lacks a basis upon which til rule on the issue. 

m~~a~s!®n am:ll f'illfiiin~(ll~ 

i!is;Msmiro>lll 

The Impartial Arbitrator and Pa.>1el majority believe the Employer has not 
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provided suffidem evidence to support its proposed LOS. As. wit-h issue 16, it was 

difficult to glean from the exhibits how othe,r compari;!:>le communities addressed th.is 

issue. A review of exhibits (J-.3 through J-9} :rwe&]s that Ecorse calrulates final average 

compensation (FA C) based on total earnings for a 3 year continuous period selected by 

the member. Hazel Park calculates FAC on base pay and includes holiday pay and up 

to 271 hours of unused sick lime. Inkster calculates FAC as the top 3 consecutive years 

of base salary within the past 10 years h"'l.duding overtime, holiday pay and unused sick 

pay. River Rouge calculates FAC based on the highest compensation fur three 

consecutive· years wit.lrin the last ten years Hamtramack and Melvendale. just refer tc 

the MERS system. 

The Employer p:rov.ided no evidence describing what it estimated the reduced 

costs to be as a .result or this proposal and in fact there '"'as no evidence provided to 

indicate how the current FAC is calculated. For the above stated reasons, the Panel 

maJority does not believe the Employer has provided sufficient ev:ide..-1.re to enable !he 

panel to make a decision i.n support of its proposaL 

!J'!Ridiill!IS 

Tikmg an of these factors into cm;sidera!:ion, the Pmel finds the Union's last 
offa of settlement (LOS) on tile issue of \Art 30o1l Peusioo System, average final 
compe!1Sation more near~ complies witl.!. the applicable fadors prescribed in section 
9. Therefore, there 'Will be no runge in tiil.e average final compensati<m. 

--'1/!Jf.;;v' Disagree ________ _ 

Disagree _________ _ 

Issue i ~-I Art 3'!. 'i) !;ihJ~e'!l!iool ~!!!Ill [!Omp~lll\i'ifJ~ !JEOjli®!llliJ 

~Pl!Pil!l!!il!f i'®sii!lll! · 

The Employer proposes to delete ArJcle 31.1, which states: 

"Effective 7/1/91 the bargaining unit employees with a four (4) year 
degree shall receive a thre-e hundred dollar ($300.00) bonus payable on the 
first payroll in July." 

The E..mployer did not present specific exhibits or testimony on this issue. It did 

not address thls issue specifically in its post hearing brief other t.han to indicate it 

proposed its issues for reductions in costs due !:o its current and projected future 

finanda1 constx'aints. 

ID!Ili®ll !'®sit!®~» 

The U:r>ion proposes the status quo with no changes to Article 31.1 
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The Union did not provide evidence o:r testimony on this issue but did indicate 

in its post b..earlng brief that the panel should reject the proposal because fue City did 

not provide sufficient evidence upon which the panel could make a ruling. 

liise!J$slr~>i!i lllil',j n:!lli<lings 

!)J$(!lSoi!l~ 

The only evidence relative to other employees of fue Employer specific to this 

proposal was (f-2), the police units CBA, which contains fue same language C\.U'rently 

found ln the firefighters CBA. A :review of the external comparable commtmities 

CBA's reveals that only one other community provides for an educational bonus for a 

college degree unrelated to a degree in fire service. River Rouge provides $100.00 for an 

associate's degree, $200.00 for a bachelor's degree, and $300.00 for a master's degree. 

Two other external comparable communmes pxovide bonuses for ac_hieving degrees Jn 

fire scie;-,ce. Hazel Park provides $450.00 for a two-year associates degree in fue science 

and an additional $300.00 for a bachelor's degr¢€ in social science. Inkster prov'illes 

$400.00 for a bachelor's degree in fire science and will reimburse for tuition. 

Melveruiale will reimburse for tuition related to pursuit o£ the fire sclence degree. 

There >Vas no record evidence to demonstrate how ma.-;y am:ent employees this 

provision applied to and therefore no evidence to demonstrate the cost savings to fue 

Employer or how many employees wovld lose $30ROO annually, Given the evidence 

present~ it is unlikely retaining this provision in the CBA will have a major lmpact on 

the Employer's overall financial situation. On the other hand, i.t would seem that for 

!:.'lose current employees who may have worked to aclrieve a 4-year college degree 

during their employment, it is a small continuing recognition of their achievement and 

apparent value to fue Employer. A review of the external CBA's would indicate the 

Employer, in future negotiations, may want to consider proposing some relationship to 

fue service education for this benefit and/ or make it prospective in :nature. But on this 

record there is insuffio:Wnt evidence to support eliwJnating this provision completely, 

li'iBi!li!ig§ 

Taldng all! of these fac!:ors into considaati.OJ>, !:he l'llll1el. finds the Union's last 
offer. of seffiement (lLO§) on the issue of (Art 31.1) JEducati.onal Bomts more neady 
co:mplies with the app!:icable factors prescribed in sedio!ll ~- Therefore, there will be 
nn change to Artide 31.1. 

Employer: Agr~e'--;:---::-----

Agree·~-~ Union: 
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Issue ZO- Appendix D - Firefighter Captain and Fire Engine Officer 

Employer Position 

The Employer proposes to eliminate the Firefighter Captain and Fire Engine 

Officer positions. Sergeants shall be allowed to supervise. 

In its LOS the Employer just submitted the following language: "Appendix D: 

The Firefighter Captain and Fire Engine Officer positions shall be eliminated. Sergeants 

shall be allowed to supervise." There was no Appendix D provided in (J-1), the CBA 

for the parties. In its post hearing brief the Employer says the Captain position has not 

been filled for some time. This, the City says, has allowed the City to save $55,000.00 

per year. The City says that cost savings is still needed to help the City regain control of 

its finances. 

Union Position 

The Union proposes the status quo with no changes to Appendix D. The Union 

indicated in its post hearing brief that the panel should reject the proposal because the 

City did not provide sufficient evidence upon which the panel could make a ruling. 

The Union also stated in its post hearing brief that if the panel were to award the Union 

its FOS on wages, which would eliminate the positions of Captain and Fire Engine 

Officer, it would not object to the elimination of these positions, but if the Union's FOS 

on wages was not awarded then the Union's LOS on this issue is to maintain the status 

quo. 

Discussion and Findings 

Discussion 

The panel majority order with respect to classification of employees and wages 

did not eliminate the position of Fire Engine Officer. As for the Captain position, it is 

noted that the position has not been filled for sometime. Article 4.2 of the CBA 

addresses Management Rights. That provision gives the Employer the authority to 

"determine methods, means and employees necessary for departmental operations". It 

would appear it is within the Employer's authority to not fill the Captain's position 

indefinitely if it chooses. Therefore it may be able to continue the savings it seeks. As 

for the Fire Engine Officers, those positions will remain as indicated in the discussion 

on wages. 
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i'lnd"!!!!JS 

Tilking; ;ill of these factom into consideration,. the Panel finds the Union's last 
offer of ~ent (LOS) on the issue o£ Appe~ D -Firefighter Captain omd Ftte 
Engine Officer more nearly ~ompiiea wifh fhe applicable faaors presaibed m section 
9. Therefore, there will be no change to Appendix D. · 

Employer: Agree;__ _____ _ 

Union: Agree.,;;;;;, ~ Disagree, _______ _ 

This ooncludes the award of the Panel. The signature of the delegates herein and 

below along with the signature of the impartieil Arbitrator below indicates that the 
Award as recited ill this Opinion and Award is a true restaremem of :fue Award. All 

agreements reached in 1\egotiations durlng the rourse of this proceedlng and within the 

subtnil>sion of last offers of settlement and stipulated to by the parties as noted herein, 

as well as all manclatory subjects of bargaining contained in the prior contract,. will be 

carried forward into the collective bargaining agreement :reaclred by the Pa.n.el. 

The City of Highland Pilrk & Police Officers Association of Michigan 
MERC Case No. D 12 G-0695 (Act 312) 

Date: s/:u/Js 
~I 

Dare: 

~ ...... :, _ _.,_,"' 
Date: "'r ~..... . · ·- , ;:> 

Date: M:ay 21, 2013 

.f 
William E. Long 
Arbitrator/ Chair 

cd{,;~-· 
Nikkiya Branch 
Employer Delegate 

~f{:~ 
Union Delegate 
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